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Tree systems are used in syntactic pattern recognition for

describing two-dimensional patterns. We extend results on tree

automata with the introduction of the subtree-invariant equivalence

relation R. R relates two trees when the appearance of one implies the

appearance of the other in similar trees. A new state minimizing

algorithm for tree automata is formed using R. We also determine a

bound for Brainerd's minimization method.

We introduce the Group Unordered Tree Automaton (GUTA) which

accepts all orientations of open-line patterns described using directed

arc primitives. The specification of a GUTA includes an unordered

tree automaton M, which only accepts a standard orientation of a given

class of open-line pictures, and a transformation group, which des-

cribes how the primitives transform under rotational shifts. The GUTA

performs all orientational parses in parallel, reports all successful

transformations and operates in the same time complexity as M. The

GUTA is much easier to specify than the equivalent non-decomposed

unordered tree automaton.

The problem of automating the design of unordered and ordered



tree automata (grammars) is studied both on a system directed and on a

highly interactive level. The system directed method uses Pao's lat-

tice technique to infer tree automata (grammars) from structurally

complete samples. It is shown that the method can infer any context-

free grammar when provided with skeletal structure descriptions. This

extends the results of Pao which only deal with proper subclasses of

context-free grammars.

The highly interactive inference system is based on the use of

tree derivatives, also introduced in this thesis, for determining

automaton states and possible state merging. Tree derivatives are

sets of tree forms derived by replacing selected subtrees with marked

nodes. The derivative sets are used to determine subtree-invariant

equivalence relations which characterize tree automata. A minimiza-

tion algorithm based on tree derivatives is given. We use tree deriv-

atives to prove that a tree automaton with n states can be fully

characterized by the set of trees that it accepts of depth at most 2n.

The inference method compares tree derivative sets and infers

subtree-invariant equivalence relations. A relation is inferred if

there is sufficient overlap between the derivative sets. Our method

was compared to other tree automata inference schemes, including

Crespi-Reghizzi's algorithm. We have shown that our method is appli-

cable to the entire class of context-free grammars and requires a

smaller sample than Crespi-Reghizzi's algorithm which can only infer a

proper subclass of operator precedence grammars. Furthermore, it

appears more general than the other inference systems for tree autom-

ata or grammars.
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THE AUTOMATED INFERENCE OF TREE SYSTEMS

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Syntactic pattern recognition is the application of formal

language theory to the generation and recognition of patterns.

Researchers have developed new classes of grammars and automata ([32],

[40], and [36]). The applications have served to enhance the study of

linguistic systems. These new grammars and automata provide a formal

means for dealing with the analysis of patterns.

Tree automata (grammars) are used for the recognition

(description) of sets of labelled trees. In this thesis we introduce

a new type of tree automaton, the Group Unordered Tree Automaton (GUTA),

and we extend string derivatives to tree derivatives. The GUTA are

unordered tree automata that recognize all orientations of open line

patterns. The specification of a GUTA includes an unordered tree

automaton and a transformation group. The GUTA specification demon-

strates how pattern transformations can be explicitly recorded in the

recognition device.

The problem of automating the design of unordered and ordered

tree automata (grammars) is studied on both a system directed and high-

ly interactive level. First, a system-directed inference method is

introduced. When provided with a structurally complete sample, this

method infers the target tree automaton (grammar). It requires a

teacher to answer yes or no to the question Is the tree t in the

target language?".

It is shown that the method could be modified to infer any

context-free grammar when provided with structural string descriptions.
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This extends the results of Pao and Crespi-Reghizzi which only deal

with proper subclasses of context-free grammars.

The second type of inference system for tree automata requires

direction from both the user and system for a solution. The method is

based on the use of tree derivatives introduced in this thesis. Tree

derivatives are sets of tree forms which serve to characterize the sets

of trees accepted (generated) by tree automata (grammars). Tree deriv-

atives are used to prove that a tree automaton with n states can be

fully characterized by the set of trees that it accepts of depth at

most 2n. This result yields a new minimization algorithm for tree

automata.

The second inference method used the derivative forms of trees

for determining automaton states and state merging and is more general

than the other inference algorithms reported in the literature.

Finally, we demonstrate that our method can be used in a

practical setting--the design of programming languages.

Chapter 2 offers an historical background in the area of

syntactic pattern recognition. Chapter 3 develops the necessary termi-

nology and basic results surrounding tree grammars and tree automata.

Chapter 4 discusses the design of GUTA and expresses the need for

automated inference methods within that context.

Chapter 5 extends Pao's results [34] for the inference of tree

automata. These methods also lead to a system, combining the results

of Pao and Crespi-Reghizzi [15], for inferring context-free grammars.

Chapter 6 introduces the idea of tree derivatives. Properties

of tree derivatives are obtained and inference techniques based on tree

derivatives are developed. Chapter 7 gives space and time efficiency
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improvements on the last inference technique of Chapter 6. Finally, in

Chapter 8 our method is compared with other inference systems and the

indications are that it can be used in a wider range of applications.
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CHAPTER 2. SYNTACTIC PATTERN RECOGNITION

2.1 Motivation

Formal language theory is the study of languages which are

defined as subsets of the set of strings over some alphabet and the

mathematical devices used to describe, recognize and analyze these

languages. A grammatical characterization of a language is a set of

rewriting rules describing how to obtain strings in the language by the

application of these rules. The set of rules gives the structural or

syntactic description of the language.

When we perform pattern recognition we attempt to identify

structure inherent in the patterns of interest since the structure

serves to characterize the patterns. Thus formal language theory can

be usefully applied in the structural description of patterns. In

addition, the theory can be implemented on the computer to form practi-

cal pattern recognition systems. This chapter introduces the reader to

the basic notions of formal language theory and its application to

pattern recognition.



2.2 Phrase Structure Grammars and the Chomsky Hierarchy

A phrase structure grammar (PSG) is formally defined as

G=(VN,VT,P,S) where

VN: Finite set of nonterminal symbols (variables)

V
T'

Finite set of terminal symbols

S: Start symbol or axiom, S e VN

P: Finite set of productions or rewriting rules of the form

Pc{x÷y: x,y are strings composed of symbols from VN U VT}

means "replaced by"

Let A* represent the free monoid over A with c (the empty or

null string) the identity and concatenation the operation. We say A

derives B or symbolically A==>B if A=xix2x3, B=x1x2x3, where

xi, x2, x3c(VN U VT)*, x2c(VN U VT)*-{c} and xr-x"; is in P. A7 *B if

A=A0
G G

Al ...==>A
m
=B for mO. ==>* is the reflexive transitive

closure of G is omitted when it is understood from context.
G

The language generated by G (or set of strings generated by G)

is defined as L(G) = {x: S=>*x and xcVT*}. Note that L(G) is only

composed of terminal strings or c. S=x0.,x1==>*xapt is a derivation

of length m if xi==>xi+, for Cli<m.

Example 2.1

G=(VN,VT,P,S)

VVN = {S,A}
T
={0,1}

P={.+0A, A-*OA, A- 1A, A-4-11}

A sample derivation is: S==>'0A==>00A==>001A==>0010A==>001011.

L(G) = {x: xat and x begins with 0 and ends with 11}.
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Phrase structure grammars can be divided into different classes

by placing various restrictions on the allowed forms of productions or

on the way strings can be derived. The Chomsky Hierarchy defines four

types of string languages based on the forms of productions. The types

are:

Type 3 - Finite-State or Regular

Ps{A÷x: AeVN and x=a or x=aB for acVT, BON}

Type 2 - Context-Free

PE{A÷x: xe(VN U VT) and A c VN}

Type 1 - Context-Sensitive

Ps{xty: x,ye(VN U VT)*, 0<length(x)5.1ength(y)1

Type 0 - No restrictions on the form of productions

The class of languages that is generated by type i is properly included

in the class generated by type i-1 for C25].

Context-free languages and derivation trees are closely related

to tree languages, which will be studied later in this thesis. It is

frequently useful to consider a graphical representation of derivations

using context-free grammars. Let G=(VN,VT,P,S) be a context-free gram-

mar. A derivation tree for G (parse tree for G) is a tree that satis-

fies conditions 1-3:

1. Every node has a label which is contained in VN U V
T

2. The label of the root is S.

3. If A is a node with AI,A ,...,An its descendants in order from left

then A-+AIA2...An must be a production in P.

Example 2.2

G=({S,A,B},{a,b},{S4ASB,S-4-AB,A+a,B÷b},S)



A S B

aASBb
aABb is a derivation tree for the string

1 I

a b aaabbb in L(G).

D: S==>ASB==>aSB==>aSb==,aASBb==>*aaabbb

D is a derivation using G.

A is a useless variable in the context-free grammar G if A

cannot generate a terminal string or A does not appear in any genera-

tion starting with S. If G is context-free with no productions of the

form A÷B for A,B CVN and contains no useless variables then G is

reduced. Any context-free grammar G can be converted to a context-free

grammar G' where G' is reduced and L(G)=L(G1 (Hoperoft and Ullman

Theorems 4.3,4.4 C25]).

Associated with each language class in the Chomsky Hierarchy is

an automaton which is a device used to accept (analyze, parse) languages

generated by grammars of the class. Given an input string the parsing

process attempts to reduce it to the start symbol using the reductions

X4Y where Y-0( is a production in the associated grammar.

In this paper we will study a generalization of finite-state

automata theory. Therefore it is appropriate to introduce the auto-

mata--finite-state machines--that recognize regular languages.

A finite-state machine (FSM) is defined as follows

M=(S,A,d,I,F) where:

S={S0,S1,...,Sn}, a set of states

A=fai,...,aml, the input alphabet--M receives

as input strings formed with symbols from A.



d= a transition function which operates on A and S as

d:SxA±S. d* is an extension of d with d*:SxA*÷S.

d* is recursively defined as:

d*(Si,c)=Si

d*(Si,xa)=d(d*(Si,x),a).

I= start state with I e S

F= final states with F c S

T(M) denotes the set of strings accepted by M and T(M) = {x: d *(I,x)CF}

If M has the form given above then M is deterministic.

However, if d:SxA2
s

then M is nondeterministic. For each nondetermin-

istic FSM, M, there exists a deterministic FSM, M', where T(M)=T(M")

(Hoperoft and Ullman Theorem 3.3 C25]).

There are two additional finite-state results found in Hoperoft

and Ullman that will be useful later (in reference to tree systems).

First, the class of type 3 languages forms a Boolean Algebra of sets--

it is closed under union, complement and intersection. The complement

rof a language L, is defined as A*-L where L is composed of strings

from the finite alphabet A.

The other result is: L=L(G) is generated by a regular grammar

G iff L=T(M)for some deterministic FSM. Note that G generates strings

in L(G) and M uses its transition function to determine if the strings

are acceptable (i.e. M analyzes strings).



2.3 Syntactic Pattern Recognition With PSG's

In Section 2.2 the reader was introduced to languages or sets

of strings. The strings and terminal symbols are allowed to take on

any meaning (semantics) desired by a language designer. In this sec-

tion we will associate primitives with terminals and patterns with

variables to demonstrate how languages can be used to describe pic-

tures and other patterns.

Shaw C39] abstracted several notions in the application of

language theory for the description and recognition of patterns. The

model he used in his PDL (Picture Description Language) demonstrated

the description of patterns which consisted of two parts--the primitive

or terminal symbol description T, and a hierarchic description H. The

primitive constituents of a pattern are the basic structures, building

blocks or "atoms" from which more complex structures are constructed.

Shaw introduced the use of operators and primitive connection points

that are used to build patterns.

Suppose pictures consisting of boxes (B) and circles (C) are

constructed where + adjoins a box to a circle. Furthermore, define the

connection points as follows: El -the vector head designates

where the next object should be connected and the vector tail shows

where the object should be connected to the prior primitive. Then

B+C+B+C represents the picture...
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It is necessary to specify the attributes of the primitives to

uniquely determine a picture. In this case the sizes of the boxes and

circles must be given. Thus, T consists of (Ts,Tv) where Ts is a

string consisting of the primitive picture description and Tv are the

attributes that distinguish a particular description.

Shaw used context-free grammars for the generation of Ts and

(semantic) rule interpretations to further describe pictures. The

context-free parse tree and interpretations served as the hierarchical

description H.

Another interesting example of the use of string grammars is

Ledley's FIDAC system as given in Fu and Swain C22]. Ledley's medical

diagnostic system was an early effort in the practical application of

pattern recognition. The system was used to help identify chromosomes

which indicated the presence of a genetic abnormality. An example of

a simple grammar encompassing the main ideas in his system is given in

Example 2.3

Example 2.3--Ledley's FIDAC System

For the sake of clarity, nonterminals are words rather than

symbols.

G=(VN,V7P,S)

Primitives:

a b c e

VT=fa,b,c,d,el

V =IS,S1,52,Bottom,Side,Armpair,Rightpart,Leftpart,Arml

The patterns in the right column are the forms that can be



"generated" by the variables of the left hand sides of the

corresponding productions.

P: S->S1, S--S2

S1-9-Armpair Armpair

S2÷Bottom Armpair

Armpair -*Side Armpair

Armpair-Armpair Side 111

Armpair-Arm Rightpart AA

Rightpart->c Arm

Bottom+b Bottom

Bottom+Bottom b

Bottom÷e

Side+b Side

Side+Side b

Side+b d

Arm÷b Arm

Arm-Arm b

Arm+a

11



A sample chromsome generation is given below. The variables

being replaced at each stage are underlined. For conciseness, all

instances of the same variable are replaced at each stage.

S= S1==, Armpair Armpair

Side Armpair Side Armpair

b d Armpair b d Armpair

b d Arm Rightpart b d Arm Rightpart

b d Arm c Arm b d Arm c Arm

==> b d b Arm c b Arm b d b Arm c b Arm

==>bdbArmbcbabdbArmbcba

=bdbabcbabdbabcba
The string above represents the following chromosome.

a a

Figure 2.1 Type 1 Chromosome

A second type of chromosome is derived from S2.

S2

Bottom Armpair

==, b Bottom Armpair

===> b Bottom b Armpair

==> b e b Armpair

==> b e b Arm Rightpart

==> b e b Arm c Arm

==> b e b Arm b c b Arm

12



bebabcba

a

Figure 2.2 Type 2 Chromosome

13
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2.4 Extensions for Multidimensional Patterns

The systems designed by Shaw and Ledley provided an insight

into the ability to perform pattern recognition in terms of structural

description. The discerning reader may have noticed the possible dif-

ficulties encountered in transforming two-dimensional patterns to a

one-dimensional representation (linear strings). For instance, in the

chromosome example a starting point for the linear description must be

determined. The arrows in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 designate where scanning

should begin. The scanning proceeds in a clockwise fashion about the

perimeter of the chromosome.

Thus it was necessary to determine attribute lists to specify

primitive connectivity (the hierarchic descriptions of Shaw). There-

fore, in the recognition of patterns one must use techniques external

to those employed in a strict syntactic analysis. The implications

are that one cannot stay entirely within a well investigated theory

such as formal language theory.

Recently, researchers have attempted to circumvent the

limitations in using string languages by specifying higher dimensional

languages and the generative and analytic methods associated with them.

These languages include sets of graphs C13,311], webs C36] and trees

[5]. The graph and web grammars and automata tend to be exceedingly

complex and, at the present, are impractical for pattern recognition.

Fu and others C21.1, C43] have demonstrated the advantages of tree sys-

tems in the representation of two-dimensional patterns. In addition,

Fu and Moayer have implemented a system utilizing trees in the recog-

nition of fingerprints C217 and in analyzing events in bubble chamber
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photographs. Example 2.4 shows how a tree can be used to represent

natural rubber molecules.

Example 2.4 - From Fu and Bhargava [5]

H H
I

I

H H-C-H H H H-C-H H
I I I 1 1 I

-C --C = C C C C-CC
I I I

I I 1

H H H H H H

Figure 2.3 Natural Rubber Molecule

c

C2

H H H H C

H S
c

H

H

C C
2"//iN\ /.

HHH H K.

H Sc H

Figure 2.4 Structural Description of Natural Rubber Molecule

Several other examples have been presented in the literature

[5], [10] and [21i to support the use of trees in two-dimensional rec-

ognition. This served as motivation for the continued study of tree
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systems with applications to pattern recognition--the content of the

remaining chapters.
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CHAPTER 3. REGULAR TREE GRAMMARS AND TREE AUTOMATA

3.1 Trees and Tree Grammars

In this chapter we define tree systems using the definitions

found in the papers by Brainerd C12] and Doner [18]. The proof tech-

niques used for finite automata theory carry over to the theory involv-

ing tree automata. The concept of subtree-invariant equivalence

relations is specified. Subtree-invariant equivalence relations are

used to form new algorithms for minimizing tree automata. These equiv-

alence relations are an extension of Nerode's right invariant equiva-

lence relations of finite-state automata.

Let N+ be the set of positive integers and U the free monoid

generated by N+ with 0 the identity and . the operation.

Definition 3.1

a5b for a,beti iff there exists xcU such that a.x=b. a and b are

incomparable iff a$b and bSa. a<b iff ab and a/b.

Definition 3.2

D is a tree domain iff it satisfies

i) Dcli and D is finite

ii) beD and a<b implies aeD

iii) a.meD implies a.neD for 15n5m, neN

Figure 3.1 depicts the interpretation of tree domains as trees.

D={0,1,2,1.1,1.2,2.1,1.1.1,1.2.1,1.2.2}

1<1.2<1.2.2

1.2$2.1
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2.10.2

0

1 2

1.1 1.2 2.1

1.1.1 1.2.1 1.2.2

Figure 3.1 Ordered Tree

Since there is a partial ordering associated with tree domains

they are also referred tows ordered or Gorn trees.

Intuitively, a tree domain, D, is a finite, rooted, ordered

tree (Definition 3.2-i) such that a node in D implies all of its pre-

decessors are in D (3.2-ii) and if an mth descendent, x, is included

in D then the m-1 siblings of x must also be in D. The elements of a

domain allow one to uniquely address any node in the tree associated

with the domain.

Definition 3.3

The depth of aEU is defined recursively as d(a)=0 if a=0.

d(a.x)=d(a)+1 for xcN (i.e. if a0 then d(a) is 1 plus the number of

.'s). If t is a tree domain, d(t)=max[d(i):ict]. Thus, in Figure 3.1

d(0)=0, d(1)=d(2)=1, d(1.1)=d(1.2)=d(2.1)=2 and d(1.1.1)=d(1.2.1)=

d(1.2.2)=3.

When trees are applied to pattern recognition, information

(usually symbols denoting primitives) is associated with the nodes.

This leads to the following definitions.
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Definition 3.4

A tree over the finite alphabet A is a mapping t:D÷A which labels the

nodes of the tree domain D. t(x) =c if )(VD.

Definition 3.5

(A,r) is a stratified alphabet where A is a finite alphabet and r:A-N.

r(a)=n means a node labelled "a" has n successors where On.

A =r
-1

(n) are the elements of A that have n successors. We also say t

is over (A,r) if t is labelled from the stratified alphabet A with

stratification r.

Definition 3.6

Let A
T

be the set of trees over the alphabet A. A (K,A) value tree is

onethatislabelledfmAandA0,but Aj ..0 for j>K. A represents

the set of all (K,A) value trees. If t is a labelled tree, we will

denote by Dt the tree domain corresponding to t.

When proving assertions concerning tree systems it is often

required to reference various subtrees of a given tree.

Definition 3.7

If a,b,b"0 and b=a.b' then b/a=b'. Clearly b/a is not well-defined

if a'b. If teal+
T

then t/a={(x,b): (a.x,b)et }. t/a is the subtree of

t with root at a.

Definition 3.8

If teAT, aeU then a.t= {(a.x,b): x,b)ct}.
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Definition 3.9

If r(t(x))=0 for x in Dt then x is a terminal. The set of all terminal

labels of t concatenated from left to right is the frontier of t

denoted fr(t).

Definition 3.10

Let aeDt t, ueA
T

. t(a÷u)={(b,x): t(b)=x and a$b). U {a.0 }.

Definition 3.10 describes the replacement of the subtree of t at "a"

by the tree u.

Example 3.1

t= a u= a A={a,b,c,d,e}

b c a'
A

a

d e

t and u are (2,A) value trees

t: r(0)=r(2)=2, r(1)=r(2.1)=r(2.2)=0

u: r(0)=2, r(1)=r(2)=0

t terminals: 1,2.1,2.2

u terminals: 1,2

fr(t)=bde, fr(u)=aa

t/2= c

d e

t(24-u)= a

b
A

a

a'

A
a



Definition 3.11

A regular tree grammar, G, over (A,r) is (V,r',P,S) where

V-A: a set of nonterminals

V: a finite set of labels

r': the finite stratification of V, r'/A=r

P: {t-)11: t,u6VT}, a finite set of productions

S: {t: teVT}, a finite set of axioms.

We also refer to trees in their postfix or prefix forms.

(e.g. x

x,...xn

Definition 3.12

=(x1,...,xn)x in postfix form

=x(xl,...,xn) in prefix form)

21

ta iff there is a rule v-'w in P, the set of productions in G, such
G

that acDt, t/a=v and t(a÷w)=u.

t==>u will be used when 'a' and 'G' are clear from context.

==>* is the reflexive, transitive closure of and is defined as

u==>*v when u=uoui ...==>u
m
=v for mO. The sequence uo,...,um

is called a derivation of length m of v from u. T(G) is the set of

ueA
T
,t==>*u andtrees generated by G and is defined as T(G) = {u:

tcS }.

Example 3.2--A Natural Rubber Molecule (from Fu and Bhargava [5])

G=(V,r,P,S)

V={S6,A,B,C,C2,D,E,H}

A= {C,C2,H }, S=fScl

r(N)=0, r(C)= {2,3 }, r(C2)=2



C
P: S

c
±H
//

A
1\.

H

C

D,H
A

E E4H

C CC

A->-B D B-+H H

H H B H HCH H HCH
1 1 .1

I
I I I

S C C C C

H

11-1

H HCH H

I I I

I

C C C C
I 2 1

H H H

T(G) consists of structures with the form

H H
1 I

H H C H t
H 1 H Hr' H

1 1 1
1 I i 1

C C C --C C C C --C

1

1
.

I1 1 I 1

2
1

H H 11 1 H H H

C
12

H
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The definition of a regular tree grammar G=(V,r',P,S) over A
k

does not impose any depth restrictions on the productions in P or on

the number of axioms in S (except that they are both finite).

Definition 3.13

Let G=(V,r',P,S) over Ak be a regular tree grammar with restrictions
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on P and S as follows. P.{t±u: tcV -A, u has the form (x1,...xn)x

for xEA
n
}, SEV-A. If G has this form then G is an expansive grammar.

Even though it appears that the class of regular tree grammars

properly includes the class of expansive tree grammars, Brainerd C127

has shown that this appearance is false.

Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 3.16 in [12])

For each regular system, one can effectively construct an equivalent

expansive system.

Theorem 3.1 assures us that no generality is lost if our

attention is restricted to expansive systems. Henceforth, without

loss of generality, we will use expansive tree systems. Note the sim-

ilarity between expansive tree systems, with productions written in

postfix form, and context-free grammars.

Lemma 3.2 (Doner UK)

Let G be a context-free grammar with G=(VN,VT,P,S). There exists an

expansive tree system G'=(VN U VT U VN.,r,P',Vs) such that tET(G') iff

t is a derivation tree of G.

Proof: Vri--{VA: AcVN}

A4-A1A2...Ana}

VA. if A.
A. A.

EV
N

VA if A.EV
A T

It follows directly from the definition of derivation trees and the

definition of G' that tET(G') iff t is a derivation tree of G.
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The general study of tree grammars is concluded by Theorem 3.3

which is an important result referenced later.

Theorem 3.3 (Brainerd C12])

Let G=(V,r,P,S) be an expansive grammar, teT(G) is effectively

decidable.

Proof: Define Tk recursively as To={S} U {t: S-0-t and d(t)=01.

Tk+1 =Tk U {t: ucTk,u±t,d(t)k+1}. It is clear that the calculation

of Tk is effective for 0<k. It follows that tETd(t)+, iff tcT(G)

since G is expansive.
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3.2 Tree Automata

In this section we consider the abstract machines that are

used to recognize precisely those trees that are generated by regular

tree grammars. In Section 3.1 it was shown that tree grammars are

generative devices that "grow" sets of trees from a "seed" or start

symbol. A tree automaton corresponding to a tree grammar performs

the inverse operation of generation. The automaton performs a reduc-

tion process wherein it is given a tree and then reduces it (bottom-

up fashion) as far as possible until it halts, recognizing the tree

if successful.

Definition 3.14

A finite tree automaton over Ak with A.{al,a2,. } is formally

defined as M= (Q,f,s0,F) where

i) Q is a nonempty finite set of states

r(a4) n
ii) f={fi: 1.1<2, and fi: Q if r(a.)>0 else f.: s0-Q}

iii) soEQ is the initial state

iv) FcQ is a set of designated or final states.

If each f. is a function to Q then M is deterministic. Otherwise, M

is nondeterministic.

If M recognizes trees of order n ((n,A) value trees) then f*,

an extension of f, is associated with M where

f*: An÷Q and is (recursively) defined by:

f*(A)=Q where A is the empty tree

f*(t)=fi(f*()(1),f*(x2),...,f*(x )) for

t=0(1,,x2,....osTda and x 15.jjcA
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M accepts tcAn iff f *(t)cF. T(M) is the set of trees accepted by M.

Definition 3.15

Let M=(Q,f,s0,F) be a tree automaton over Ak and let teAk. The state

tree, z, M-compatible to t is defined as

i) Dz=Dt U {x.i: 15..kk for xeDt and x terminal}

ii) z(w)=f*(t/w).

The state tree, z, is labelled from Q and describes the state

reduction of each node of t.

Example 3.3

The definitions above are illustrated by a tree automaton for the

grammar of Example 3.2:

M= (Q,f,so,F)

Q={H',Sc,A,B,D,E,S}

F={Sc}

fc(H',A,H')=Sc

fc(B,D)=A

fc(H',H',H")=B

f
C2

(H',E)=D

f
c
(H',S ,H")=E

f
c
(H',H')=E

f
H
(s0)=H'



C

t=
\N

C2
,/"N\HHH H C

H H

Z= S
c

H" A H'

/1
H- H- H'lilt

so so so so H' H'

I

So So
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z is M-compatible to t

tET(M) since f *(t) =ScCF

Lemma 3.4 through Theorem 3.9 are extensions to the finite

state case and the proofs are similar. Our attention is restricted to

the consideration of deterministic tree automata. Lemma 3.4 assures

the validity of this restriction.

Lemma 3.4 (Brainerd C12])

Let M be a nondeterministic tree automaton. A deterministic tree

automaton M' can be effectively constructed from M with T(M)=T(M'

Proof: The subset construction used to prove the same result for

finite-state machines can be used to prove the present result.

The tree automaton example (Example 3.3) was offered for the

grammar given in Example 3.2. Upon close examination the reader may
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notice that the automaton was constructed directly from the expansive

grammar. Alternatively, given the automaton the construction of the

grammar is straightforward. These observations are generalized as

Theorem 3.5.

Theorem 3.5 (Doner

Let M be a tree automaton and G a regular tree system. One can

effectively construct a regular system Gm where T(M)=T(Gm) and a tree

automaton MG where T(G)=T(M
G
).

Theorem 3.6 (Doner [18])

Let Ml and M2 be tree automata. T(M1) =T(M2) is effectively decidable.

Proof: Doner (Theorem 1.7 C18]) described the effective construction

of M where T(M)=T(M1)-T(M2). Thus, M and M' can be effectively deter-

mined with T(M')=T(M2)-T(M1). Doner (Corollary 1.12) also proved

T(M")=0 is effectively decidable for a tree automaton M". Therefore,

T(M)=0 and T(M1=0 is effectively decidable. Since T(M1)=T(M2) iff

T(M)=T(M")=0 then T(M1)=T(M2) is effectively decidable.
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3.3 Results on Tree Systems

The study of tree systems has arisen from the desire to

generalize concepts of finite automata theory E40]. Many of those

properties continue to hold with regard to tree automata. In particu-

lar, Doner C18] shows that the class of trees recognizable by tree

automata forms a Boolean Algebra (i.e. the class is closed under the

operations of union, intersection and complementation).

If it is required to recognize a set of trees, it would be

advantageous to effectively construct a "least complex" automaton to

do so.

Complexity is usually defined in terms of the number of states

contained in the machine. As in the case of finite-state machines, it

is useful to consider equivalence classes of trees.

Definition 3.16

Let R be an equivalence relation on trees in AP. R is a

subtree-invariant equivalence relation if R has the property

tRu implies v(x-f-t)Rv(x÷u) for each xeDv,veAP.

Given M=(Q,f,so,F) one can immediately determine a subtree-invariant

relation R'. R' is defined as

tR'u iff f*(t)=-F*(u) where f* is associated with f. R' is of finite

index since f*: AP-11 and Q is finite. R' is a subtree-invariant

equivalence relation since f*(t)=-F*(u) implies f*(v(x4-0)-4*(v(x÷u))

and v(x+t)R-v(x-u).

Subtree-invariant equivalence relations are used to form a

theorem analogous to the theorem by Nerode and Myhill for finite-state
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machines (Theorem 3.1 in Hoperoft and Ullman [25]).

Theorem 3.7

The following three statements are equivalent:

1. The set TEAR is accepted by some TA (e.g. T=T(M)).

2. T is the union of some of the equivalence classes of a subtree-

invariant equivalence relation of finite index.

3. Let the equivalence relation Rm be defined by: tRmu iff for each

vEAP and each xEDv, v(x÷t)ET

exactly when v(x4u)ET. Then Rm is of finite index.

Proof: (1) implies (2). This is evident from the discussion

concerning R' given prior to the statement of the theorem.

(2) implies (3). Assume R' satisfies (2) and tR'u. Since R'

is subtree-invariant, for each vEAP, xcDv, we have v(x4t)R'v(x--u)

and therefore v(x÷t)cT iff

v(x4u)ET. Thus, v(x÷t)Rmv(x÷u).

If Dv = {0} then tET iff ucT and tR u. Therefore, tR'u implies

tR
m
u and R' is a refinement of R. Since R' has finite index, R

m
must

have finite index.

(3) implies (1). Let tRmu, v, weAP, xcDw and ycDv. Then

i) w(x4(v(y4t)))={w(x4v)}(xy+t)

ii) w(x÷(v(y÷u)))--{w(x+v)}(xv-u)

From (3) and tRmu we have {w(x4v)}(xy4-t)ET exactly when

{w(x÷v)}(xy÷u)ET for each xycDw(x+v). From i) and ii) this implies

w(x÷(v(y÷t)))ET exactly when

w(x÷(v(y÷u)))ET for each xcDw and for each ycDv. Therefore
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v(y÷t)Rmv(y÷u) for each ycDv. Thus, Rm is subtree-invariant and has

finite index.

Let Q={{t1},...,f n11 be the finite set of equivalence classes

of R where R possesses an index of n,{ti} represents the class contain

ing ti,{ti}n{ti} =61 for i#j, and {ti}#(1.

Define f as follows:

f {a}(s0)=Ial where d(a)=0. f (ft. 1,{ t
ik

1).
a 11 i2

{ a

ti ...t.
1 2

k

f is well-defined sinc R
m

is subtree-invariant. Thus, f and its

associated f* are well-defined. Therefore, M=(S U is01,f,so,F) where

F=
t

U
T
{ a.}}. T(M)=T since

1Ei

f*(t)eF iff f*(t)= {ti}ET.

The relation specified in part 3 of Theorem 3.7 is

subtree-invariant. It is apparent in the proof of the theorem ((3)

implies (1)) that the relation also determines a minimal state tree

automaton. However, the theorem and proof do not contain a practical

means for obtaining a minimal automaton. An algorithm for determining

a minimal state tree automaton--minimized tree automaton--will be

given after some preliminary results.

Definition 3.17

Let M=(Q,f,so,F). siEQ is a useless state iff si does not appear in

any state tree compatible with a tree in T(M).



Lemma 3.8

Let M=(Q,f,s0,F). One can effectively determine whether sic

useless.

is
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Proof: Suppose si is not useless. Then si appears in some state tree

ztwheretaN.Letzt(b)=s.If zt(bl)= zt(b2) and b2>bi then

tEbi÷(t/b2)JeT(M). We reduce t in this fashion for all nodes bl and

b2 except in the case state si will be eliminated. Thus, the reduc-

tions will yield z and ucT(M) with d(zu)21Q1.

Therefore, if si does not appear in any state tree of depth

at most 21Q1 then it is useless. Since all state trees for M of

depth 5_21Q1 can be effectively generated and checked for si the deter-

mination of s. useless is effective.

Lemma 3.9

One can effectively eliminate all useless states in any given tree

automaton.

Proof: Suppose M.(Q,f,s0,F) is given. The useless states in Q can be

eliminated by the process given in the proof of Lemma 3.8 (Q'sQ is the

resultant set of non-useless states). Form f' as follows:

m j i
)=s. if f(si,...,s

m
)=s

j
and none of sl,...,s ,s are

useless.

F'=FnQ'

It is evident that M' is the desired version of M and TO/11=TM.

Henceforth, without loss of generality we will only consider
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tree automata with no useless states.

M=(Q,f,so,F) is in minimized form as M"--(Q-,f-,sO,F") when

T(M) =T(M') and Q' is a partition of Q such that the number of elements

(equivalence classes) of Q' is minimal (i.e. if Q" is a partition of

Q and T(M)=T(M") where M"=(Q",f",s",F") then

1Q-N1r1)- The relation specified in part 3 of Theorem 3.7

determines Q'.

Let Ti denote the set of trees that M reduces to state s.
1.

Ti is an equivalence class (Theorem 3.7 part 2) and is represented by

t..

Definition 3.18

Let M=(0,f,s0,F) be a TA. MiL(Qij,fij,sioi,Fi ) is defined as follows.

f ( )=f
k
(x) for n-tuples x=(xl,...,x

n
)

r(ak)=n, xm#sj, 1 fmn and fk(x)#si.

fk

ij
(x)=s. for x Xs1m5.n and f (x)=s.

m j j'

Theorem 3.10

Given M=(Q,f,so,F) where 1)=iso,s1,...,sn . T(M)=T(Mij )= (Mil) if and

only if t.R
m
tj .

Proof: Suppose T(M)=T(Mij)=T(Mji),

ticTi,ticTi and t.R
j
t. Then there exists tcT(M), t/b=ti and

t(b4ti)0(M). Choose tleT. with d(t!)=
t
min d(t

k
). Clearly

J j
keTlj

t(b÷ti) T(M) iff t(b÷tpitT(M). Since T(M'3) will reduce tj to si

and T(M)= T(M13) then
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t(b+.t1)ET(M). Therefore t(b4tj)ET(M).

The same proof technique can be used to show tcT(M),

j
..t/b.= tj. implies t(b4-t)ET(M). Thus, tR
mt.

Suppose t.R
m
tj and tcT(M). M13 parses trees the same as M

except where trees in Tj occur. At those points M13 acts like it has

justseenatreeinT.(since it makes the reduction to s. rather than

s.). t.R
m
tj implies that tET(M) with t/b=ti then t(b4t.)ET(M) and

vice versa. Since M will accept trees with ti at the points it sees

tj and M behaves the same as M elsewhere then tT(M'3).

Likewise we can show tET(Mij) implies

tET(M). Therefore T(M)= T(M'3). It can be shown in a similar fashion

that T(M)= T(M31). Thus, t.RMtj implies T(M)=T(Mij)=T(Mji).

Lemma 3.11

Given M=(Q,f,s0,F) where S=fso,s1,.,sd. T(M)=T(Mij) if and only if

T(M)=T(0).

Proof: We claim T(M)=T(Mii) implies tiRMtj. If (ti,tj)4RM then one

of the following two cases must hold. 1) There exists

tET(M),t/b=ti and t(b4-t.)0(M). The first part of the proof of

Theorem 3.10 assures us that no such t exists. 2) There exists

tET(M),t/b=tj and t(b.4-ti)0(M). It is clear from the definition of

Mij that tET(M),t/b=tj then t(b4-ti)ET(M).

Thus, t.RMtj . Theorem 3.10 is applied to yield

T(M)= T(M'3)= T(M31). The same technique can be used to demonstrate

T(M)= T(M31) implies T(M)=T(Mij)=T(Mji).
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Minimization Algorithm for TA 1 (MATA1)

INPUT: M°=(Q°={0,s?,...,s1°,1},f°,s8,F°)

The elements of machine Mk will be denoted Ok,fk,s, and Fk.

The algorithm will merge states. [s.]k will denote the states merged

with si for machine M
k

.

1. k+0

2. For 1+0 Step 1 Until n-1 Do

For j±i+1 Step 1 Until n Do

Csi]k [silk have not been checked Then

Begin

T(mk)=Tumlyi}{j})
Then

Begin k÷k+1;

mk÷ulk-iifil{j}

End

End

OUTPUT: M
k

Note that EMk-1J{i} Ii/ is the same as em where

k-1 k-1 k-1 km
M.M ,s .Es.],s =Es.1. M was defined by Definition 3.18.m

Theorem 3.12

MATA1 performs correctly.

Proof: The theorem follows directly from Lemma 3.9, Theorem 3.10,

Lemma 3.11, and the fact that the equality of T(M1)=T(M2) for automata

MI and M2 can be effectively determined.

The primary concern when using MATA1 is the time for checking
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T(Mk)=T(LMYillil) in Step 2. This checking involves the generation

and comparison of trees of depth at most n2 (the number of states in

the machine T(Mk)-T(EMYilli1)). The definition of RM, Theorem 3.10

and some new results can be applied to limit the generation of trees

with depth at most n where M contains n states.

Supposet.and.tj are not related (t.R
m
t.) for M =(Q,f,so,F).

This means that there is some tree teT(M) with t/b=ti and t(b+ti)4T(M).

The existence of t implies the existence of t' with the same proper-

ties as t in addition to the following properties: 1) depth

(t"(b÷a)NQI and 2) choose t'.eT. with d(-C)=. min d(t )
J J J tkeTi k

(recall T. represents the equivalence class determined by state s and

the relation defined in Theorem 3.7 part 2).

t"(b4-..r.)0(M). 3) d(t"(b4-t1)<2101. The existence of t' with the

aforementioned properties follows from the ability to eliminate dupli-

cate states as described in the proof of Lemma 3.8.

Definition 3.19

The k-depth bounded state tree of tcl(M) is defined as:

0 if d(zt)<k

z
k
=

f(a,,x): zt(a)=x,d(a)5.k} if d(zt)A.

Note that z
k
is non-empty precisely when the depth of the state tree

is at least k. In that case z
t
cuts off all subtrees that appear

beyond depth k.

z
t

is extended to include sets of trees as follows:

k__
Uzt.

teT(MI
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The k-depth bounded state relation is recursively defined for

M=(Q,f,so,F).

s.Rivols.
j

if {s.1,s.J}cF or {s.1,s.J }nF=0

siRs.
j

if s.RM
1 j t
s. and zk/b=si exactlyk ik

when zkt (b+.s.j )ezk for d(b)=k.

Lemma 3.13

z.1 RMJz. if and only if s.Rs
j
where M.(Q={so,s1,...,s

n
},f,so,F).

Proof: The proof follows directly from the discussion preceding the

lemma.

z
k
can be calculated from zk

1

and the specification of f by

k-extending the depth k-1 nodes of trees in zm from x' to

x' where ...f.1

M
(xl,,x )=x' for some iA

xl...x

(the reductions given by f are applied in reverse to realize the

generation steps).

Minimization Algorithm for TA 2 (MATA2)

INPUT: W=(Q°={s8,s?,...,s,?1},f°,s0,F°)

1. k<-0

2. Determine z
i

for 0<_i5n

3. Determine all state pairs (si,si) where

s.Rs.
j

using (the recursive) Definition 3.21.n

4. For i4-0 Step 1 Until n-1 Do
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For j÷i+1 Step 1 until n Do

If s.Rs
j

and s. and s are not mergedlni
in s then

Begin ki-k+1;

mk,[mk-I] ii}{j}

End

OUTPUT: M
k

Theorem 3.14

MATA2 performs correctly.

Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 3.13.

Since MATA2 generates trees of depth at most n (as opposed to

MATA1 which generates trees up to depth n
2

) it operates much faster.

Brainerd [11] described a minimization algorithm based on the

concept of a congruence on M, a reduced tree automaton.

Definition 3.21 [Brainerd]

Let M=(Q,f,s0,F) be a tree automaton with no useless states. - is a

congruence on Miff 1) - is an equivalence relation on Q, 2) if

r(x)=n and xi-yi,i=1,...,n, then fx(xl,...,xn)-fx(Y1,...,Yn) and 3)

if x-y then xCFEyEF. It should be clear to the reader that RM,

defined in Theorem 3.7, is a congruence. R', also defined in Theorem

3.7, is a congruence.

Brainerd defined a series of congruences which formed the

basis of his minimization algorithm.
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Definition 3.22 [Brainerd]

Let M.(Q,f,so,F) be a TA over Ak

Let 1) x-0 y iff xcFEycF

2) iff xw and for each xcA such

that r(x)=n, for each xl,...,xnEQ,

Lf
x(x,x2,...,xn)fx(y,x2,...,xn) and

f (xl,x,...,x
n m
)-f

x (xl,Y,...x n) and

f
x
(xl,x2,. .,x)-m f

x(xl,x2,...,Y)].

Define xly iff for each m,

It follows directly from the definition of - and 2. that xiq

implies xiy for (ki, rig.' is a refinement of for m?0 and there exists

a finite m such that :Eiji (since irrig.1 implies iriji for i?_0).

Brainerd did not indicate how long the stepwise refinement

of Q, using at the ith step, should be carried out. We have

extended the minimization result from finite-state machines to obtain

an upper bound for m.

Theorem 3.15

Let M=(Q,f,so,F). Then
-=-- 1Q1.

Proof: Since is a refinement of m at least one new equivalencem

class must be generated at each step (otherwise lig171). IQI is the

maximum number of equivalence classes. Therefore

IQ' is the maximum number of steps necessary to determine 21. from m.

If wmT_I for m<IQI then 1151=171.
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Definition 3.23 [Brainerd]

Let be a congruence on M=(Q,f,s0,F). Let x/---{y0: yx},

xe0)}, fx/(x1/,.,.,xn/)=fx(xl,...,xn)/ and

F/={x/: xEF} M/ (Q/,f/,so/,F/).

Minimization Algorithm for TA 3 (MATA3)

INPUT: M--(Q,f,s0,F)

1. Find M' the reduced.form of M.

2. For m<-0 Step 1 Until IQ' Do

Begin form wi;

If m>0 Then

Begin If wm:1 Then Go to step 3

End

End

3. Construct M' /m, the desired minimal automaton.

MATA2 and MATA3 (Brainerd's with the bound given by

Theorem 3.14) operate in the same fashion. Each algorithm checks on

the merger of two states, si and sj, by substituting those states in

the same positions of all trees. The states are merged if no incon-

sistencies result from the substitution process (i.e. if one state

tree is ,ivalid with si at a given node then sj at that node is also

valid). The main difference between the two algorithms is the use of

trees in MATA2 and the use of the reduction function, f, in MATA3.

The explicit use of trees in MATA2 was instrumental in the development

of the concept of tree derivatives introduced in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4. TREE TRANSFORMATIONS AND GUTA

4.1 Regular Unordered Tree Grammars (Rutg)
and Unordered Tree Automata (UTA)

Normally tree automata (grammars) are defined on ordered

trees, as developed previously. Williams [43] introduced tree auto-

mata that accept unordered trees. These trees differ from ordered

trees in that ordering information with regard to sibling nodes is not

maintained. Unordered tree automata (grammars) are used when ordering

information is not relevant. In this case the specification of the

automata is greatly simplified.

In this chapter we introduce an extension of these devices by

incorporating into its specification a group that allows it to accept

orientational shifts of patterns. We show that group automata accept-

ing all rotations operate in the same time order as automata that

accept only a standard orientation of the patterns.

Example 4.1

b=t G=(V,r,P,S)

P:S+ s

A B

A-4- A÷a

1

A B B'

B± A D÷b
A B A'

A'+a B".4-1)
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Figure 4.1 Box Pattern

S

a

a a/ `b
b
I /// N

a

b a

Figure 4.2 Valid Tree Representation for Box Pattern

as

a
,//P N

b
,//N

a if T(G)

I

a b
ZN

a

a

Figure 4.3 Invalid Tree Representation for Box Pattern

In Example 4.1 both Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are representative

trees for the pattern in Figure 4.1. However, according to P only

Figure 4.2 will be recognized as belonging to T(G). This results

from the fact that c.1, c.2EDt for tET(G) imply t(c.1)=a and t(c.2)=b.

The considerations given above provide the motivation for the

development of unordered tree automata (UTA) and regular unordered

tree grammars (RUTG) where trees are parsed and generated without
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respect to any branch orderings. Two trees t and u over AT are

defined to be label isomorphic if they satisfy

i) there is a one-to-one mapping between their vertices and between

their edges that preserves adjacency (t is isomorphic to u in the

graph theoretic sense),

ii) the vertex mapping preserves the labels and

iii) the root node of t is mapped to the root node of u.

SS

k'/abNb b
//

a b

Figure 4.4 Label Isomorphic Trees

S

/(\\
a
A

aa b

Figure 4.5 Isomorphic Trees

Figure 4.4 illustrates two label isomorphic trees. The trees

of Figure 4.5 are isomorphic, but are not label isomorphic.

UTA will parse and RUTG will generate sets of label isomorphic

trees. RUTG's have the same components as regular tree grammars, but

we have a different definition of derivation for RUTG's. We say

t-----4>u for RUTG G if

i) t/a.iv

ii) v' is label isomorphic to v

iii) v"-+WEP

iv) u/a=w

v) w' is label isomorphic tb w

vi) t/x=u/x whenever atx.
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For each RUTG, G, one can effectively construct a regular tree

grammar, G', where T(G)=T(G').

Proof: For each production t41.1 in P place all productions t"-+u- in

P' where (t',t) and (u',u) are label isomorphic.

UTA's are defined similarly to TA's with the exception that

the order of arguments to the reduction function is no longer signifi-

cant.

Lemma 4.2

For each UTA, M, one can effectively construct a deterministic TA, M',

such that T(M)= T(M').

Proof: Expand the reductions in M in the obvious way to form M", a

TA. Then construct M' from M" using the subset construction (the

same type of construction used in converting nondeterministic finite-

state machines to their deterministic form).

Assume G from Example 4.1 is a RUTG. The equivalent tree

grammar is

S± s S+ sA
A B B A

A- a A4- a A÷a A'4a

AAB B
AA

B'

B÷ b B÷ b B-4b B'4b

A A 1

A B B A A'
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The UTA for G is M=(Q,f,s0,F)

fs(A,B)=S

fa(A,B)=A

fa(B1=A

fb(A,B)=B

f
b
(A')=B

f
a=A' (Productions f =A are used for the reduction of terminal nodes)

f
b
=B',F={S}

The equivalent TA for M is

fs(A,B)=fs(B,A)=S

f
a
(A,B)=f

a
(B,A)=A

fa(r)=A

fb(A,B)=fb(B,A)=B

f
b
(A')=B

f
a
=A'

f
b
=B',F'={S}
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4.2 Introduction to Tree Transformations

Shaw states in [39] that

"It is assumed that all pictures have a well-defined origin
from which a PDL description 'starts'; that is, any PDL
description S of a picture is interpreted as ($ +S) where
the tail and head of $ is the picture origin. The origin
can be any convenient point in the picture and is usually
determined by either the digitization or the generation
mechanism."

In many applications this assumption is not unreasonable. When prior

knowledge can be used to obtain an origin the orientation of pictures

can be identified to produce consistent internal structures. This is

usually the case when performing recognition of well-defined and

understood pictures.

The assumption given above does not remain valid when

considering pictures of varying orientations and distortions. Since

an internal structure is quite sensitive to orientation, the determin-

ation of origin (or perhaps no pictorial origin) is very important.

An alternative to the study of origin determination is the study of

the internal structures and how they relate given shifts in orienta-

tion.

The orientation/structural study in this section will deal

with the class of open line pictures. A line picture is a series of

curves such that the thickness of curves present is not of concern.

What is important is the placement and type of various curves present

in the line pictures. Examples of line pictures are printed charac-

ters and geometric figures.

Define a join in a picture as an intersection of two line
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segments. Construct a graph for a line picture by the following

procedure.

A) Place a node at each join.

B) Place a node at each endpoint.

The result of the above process is a planar graph (i.e. a

graph with a geometric representation that can be drawn on a plane

such that no two of its edges intersect except at vertices). If the

pictorial graph has no loops then it is an open line picture. Other-

wise, it is closed. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate the two cases.

Figure 4.6 Open Line Picture Figure 4.7 Closed Line Picture

The primitives used to represent line pictures are frequently

oriented directed arcs as given in Figure 4.8.

X Primitives = {--f.

Figure 4.8 Oriented Primitives

Since only a finite number of primitives are ever utilized

and generally there are an infinite number of variations of patterns

in a class, one is compelled to specify a primitive covering. A

primitive covering consists of a set of primitives along with the

specification of allowable primitive distortions. The primitive

covering is denoted as (Pr,At) where Pr is a finite set of primitives
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to be used for recognition and At is a list of attributes associated

with the primitives in Pr. At makes it possible to represent any

instance of any pattern being considered.

The attributes we will use are a set of thresholds associated

with the primitives. The threshold designates an infinite set of

primitives that are represented by the given primitive. For instance,

if primitive 'a' is t and the threshold corresponding to 'a' (ta) is

45° then 'a' represents any upward directed line between 45° and 135°

as determined from a given picture.

Consider the primitive covering (Pr,At) where

Pr={1kE,d}

At=22.5° for each primitive.

Thus, we have a uniform threshold of 22.5°. Observe what happens to

a tree representation of the following figure under shifts of

orientation.

da
b41a

Figure 4.9 Labelled Pattern

a

Figure 4.10 90° Shift
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Figure 4.11 180° Shift

It is seen that the tree structures resulting from rotations

are isomorphic while they are not label isomorphic. Intuition sug-

gests that the structures for the rotated pictures should possess a

relationship stronger than isomorphsm. The relationship between the

structures is offered in the next section.
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4.3 Group Transformations

In this section we outline a procedure for the formation of

automata to recognize open line pictures.

1. Form (Pr,At) the primitive covering to be used in the system. For

simplicity, we will make a uniform threshold assumption where each

primitive has the same threshold attribute (this restriction will be

removed later).

2. Obtain a sample set, S, of pictures. The set should include

pictures and sample distortions of those pictures. S should not

include both a picture and orientational shifts of the picture. This

step may be repeated later if it is determined that the sample does

not sufficiently characterize the pattern under scrutiny.

3. Determine the set of trees, T, representing S. The orientation

of trees in S is defined as the standard orientation and S is called

the standard set. Any orientation of S is sufficient. The terminol-

ogy results from the use of S as a reference point from which all

other structures are defined.

The formation of T is critical. An illustration of the

process follows. Refer to Figure 4.9. Let (Pr,At) be a covering

such that:

/'
Pr= {a,b,c,d}

Threshold=22.5°

A) Attach the primitives as in Figure 4.9 to obtain

d75a.

btia, an unrooted tree
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Determine the center of the tree formed in A

(v is a center of a tree if:

i) 'V={ .vi } are the nodes

ii) d(v.1 ,v.J )=distance from node v. to node v (the number of

edges in the path from vi to vj)

iii) E( .)=Max{d(vj ,v.): v.0}vj

iv) E(v)=MinfE(v.): v.01

Every tree has either one center or two adjacent centers-

Theorem 3.9 in C17]).

The center(s) will form the root of the tree. If there are two

centers then insert a new node on the edge between them and label

the two new edges with the label of the edge just removed.

dLia

bi/a

C) Raise the tree at the root and then shake it so each label

"falls" into the node at the bottom end of the edge. It is clear

that each node will contain a single label, with the exception of the

root which does not contain a label.

A
/d b\

c/

a/ \a

Direct the primitives to form a new covering ( ',At)

t 4, ±
Pr={al,a2,131,b2,c1,c2,di,d2}
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E) Replace the primitives from Pr by those from Pr' so that all

arrows point away from the center. Then form a new tree labelled

from Pr'. Place the special symbol s at the root.

d1 b2V
ci cl

a2 al

Steps A-E produce a tree t with the property that the original

picture is uniquely retrievable from t (up to threshold adjustments).

The retrievability property follows from the choice of primitives and

the use of the center(s) as root.

4. Determine a UTA, M, which accepts T and a tree system which

generates T. M can recognize pictures that cannot physically occur if

this helps in its simplification. The description of an inference

system for determining M will be presented in a later chapter dealing

with inference techniques for tree automata.

5. Determine the rotational transformations. This can be done by

(with reference to (Pr',At))

i) Rotate the primitives of Pr' through one threshold. The

rotations can be either clockwise or counterclockwise. It is

only necessary to maintain consistency. For definiteness,

let P represent the transformations of Pr' resulting from a

clockwise rotation.

P- 1 a2 bi b2 ci c2 di d2

bl b2 C1 c2 d2 dl al a2

ii) Form CP], the cyclic group generated by
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iii) Record Pf , the transformations of Pr' from flipping
al

primitives about the axis al.

Pf

.r.

1 a2 bl b2 c1 c2 d1 d2
al

a/ a2 d/ d2 c2 C1 bl b2

iv) Form Pf [P] by multiplying xc[P] by Pf . Since a
al al

rotation followed by a flip followed by a rotation can be

represented as a rotation followed by a flip the set

Miff), EP],.) gives all transformations. Thus,
a1

(ENUP
f

EP], ) is a group of order 2n where n is the number
al

of primitives in Pr'. These groups are isomorphic to the

dihedral groups which consist of the symmetries of regular

polygons E4.1.

Theorem 4.3

Given a primitive covering (Pr,At) where Pr is defined as in the

discussion above and At is a uniform threshold, then the following

holds: Assume trees are formed by determining the center as root.

Then two pictures are identical up to threshold range distortions and

orientational shifts iff for t and u, their associated trees, P can

be applied to the labels of t to obtain a tree which is label isomor-

phic to u. P is a rotational transformation from the transformation

group determined by (Pr,At).

Proof: The proof rests on the discussion prior to the theorem and

the fact that a picture rotation corresponds to the same rotation of

all the primitives used to construct the picture.
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We will now specify the construction of a Group Unordered

Tree Automaton (GUTA),MG, which recognizes all rotational transforma-

tions of pictures accepted by a UTA M. Let (Pr,At) be a covering with

Pr=fal,...,aril and At a uniform threshold. Suppose M= (Q,f,so,F) over

r(a.)
PrTisgivenwhereQ={so," ,sM }and.fl :Q ->.Q for 15i5n. One can

determine a UTA, MG" G'
such that M accepts all rotational transforma-

tions of pictures accepted by M. It is clear that MG. can be

extremely complex in terms of the number of states needed for its

specification. We will construct a decomposition, MG, of MG, which

appears very similar to M. Compute P and Pf , the permutations rep-
al

resenting primitive transformations, as described earlier. Construct

Tp, the table of permutations of the group (CP] U Pf with
'a 1

regular permutation multiplication, as follows.

P1(a.) =the transformation of a under

rotations given by Pi. This

will hold for 1515n.

tij=

/nt \N
Pfaikr

i
ka.)) for n+15_i2n.

Note that Pn=e the identity so Pi=Pi-n for n+15i2n. When 1.1-1 the

picture is just rotated and for n+15i2n it is rotated and then

flipped.

In effect, MG uses Tp to perform the parsing of a tree and all

rotated trees in parallel. In this sense MG can be described as a

decomposition of M"G. with MG=(M,Tp).

Formally,
me(Q2n,t-..

,so,r) where

2n -

Q
2n

=GA5C":":-A with A=Q U
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# is used as a dead state for impossible parses. sO=Iso

qe()
2n

represents (si,..,s2n) where sic() U {#} for 15.2n.

f': f;(qi,q2,...,qr(a.))=q,c1j0
2n

for I.r(ai) and qcQ 2n .

qJ ..[sJ.

o ] for s. EQ IA<52n
j,2n j,k

q=Ef., (si 1,...,sr(a.), ),f+ 4(s1 2,...,s,t,.
i

,

'2" "`11 '2

f
t
2n,i (s1,2n,""sr(a.),2n)i

If ft.
iku , 1

is not defined then substitute # in its
1,j

place in q (the dead state--no parse for that rotation).

r(a.)
Note the parallel parsing specified by :

f
t. represents the parse according to the transformation specified
J,i

by row j of the transformation table.

F-: fqi: si,j6F for some j such that 1j5-2n1

Suppose M is an unordered tree automaton that only accepts

trees representing pictures with a standard orientation. Let MG be a

GUTA that uses the transformation group to accept trees representing

all rotational transformations of trees (pictures) accepted by M. We

are interested in the time it takes MG to operate in relation to M.

The time needed by an algorithm (automaton) expressed as a function of

the size of the problem is the time complexity of the algorithm (auto-

maton) L2J. If L is the number of edges of a tree than 0(Tm(L))'is

the asymptotic time complexity of M in terms of trees with L edges.

Theorem 4.4--Group Unordered Tree. Automaton(GUTA) Theorem

The following holds under the uniform threshold assumption.

Let T (L)=the time it takes a UTA, M, to parse a tree of L edges with
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a standard orientation. There exists a GUTA, MG, such that

0(Tm(L))=0(TmG(L)) and MG will accept all rotational transformations

of pictures accepted by M.

Proof: Theorem 4.3 is applied to show that teT(MG,)iff teT(MG). It

is immediate that TM (L)= 2nTM(L) and therefore 0(Tm (0)=0(Tm(0)
G G

since n is constant.

Example 4.3 depicts a sample GUTA parse.

Example 4.3

t

(Pr,At) is defined as Pr={al,a2,b1,b2} with a uniform threshold of

45°. Let M recognize a standard set of right angles.

S,P: ,A
A B Al B

A14-al

B1÷bi

Aal A±a1

1 1

A Al

B-*b1 B ±b1

1 1

B B1

s

AB1

S±
/sue

AI B1
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f: f
s
(A,B)=S

fs(AI,B1)=S

f
al

(A)=A

f
bi

(B1)=B

P= a1 a2 bi b2

b1 b2 a2 a1

f
s
(AI,B)=S f

s
(A,131)=S

f
al

=A1 f
bl

=BI

f
al

(A )=A f
bl

(B)=B

al a2 b1 b2
a1

a1 a2 *b2 b1

I

b1 b2 a2 a1

a2 a1 b2 b1

b2 b1 a1 a2

a1 a2 b1 b2
T
P ij

a1 a2 b2 b1

b2 b1 a2 a1

a2 a1 .b1 b2

b1 b2 a1 a2

S

b1 a1

S S

b(\a, ==>LA 131,#,#,BI,A1,#,C1 CB1, #, #,A1,A1, #, #,B1]

Rotate 90° Flip about vertical axis

Note that the two reductions represent the fact that the picture

could have experienced either of two distinct transformations.
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4.4 Non-Uniform Thresholds

Suppose a primitive covering C=(Pr,At) is given with

Pr={al,...,an} and At consists of thresholds {t1,...,tn}. Let

M=(Q,f,so,F) accept a standard set using C. Choose t as the greatest

common divisor of At. For each ai create new primitives

A.={a1.
,1' ... '

a. where t
i
/t=j

i
and A. divides the class Ca.] into

ji equal classes Cai,j] for 1j5..ji. A new cover C'=(Pr',At') is

defined by Pr'=.1U
1
A. and Ai=a uniform threshold of t. Construct=

M'=(Q,f',s,F) where fi,j(x)=fi(x) for 1 ).1 and 15.jji. M' will accept

the same class of pictures as M, but will do so by recognizing trees

over Pr'.

Theorem 4.5

Let M be a UTA that parses trees representing pictures with a

standard orientation. There exists a GUTA, MG, such that

0(Tm(L))=0(Tm (L)) and MG will accept all rotational transformations
"G

of pictures accepted by M.

Proof: This follows from the discussion prior to the theorem

statement and the specification of MG as (M",TI;') with Ti; determined

from C'.

The model of recognition presented in this chapter has a

strong resemblance to McCulloch and Pitts' model discussed by Arbib in

1:37. He suggests that humans utilize a group of transformations in

the recognition of similar objects. A standard set is known and each

new object is reduced to an element of the standard set for
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recognition. This correspondence serves to reinforce the notion that

the linguistic approach is very useful in pattern recognition.
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CHAPTER 5. INFERENCE OF TREE SYSTEMS

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will consider automated inference systems.

Pao [34] described methods for inferring finite-state machines and a

subset of context-free grammars when certain types of sample sets were

provided by the user. Her inference process constructed a lattice of

candidate machines (grammars) which included the target machine. Then

an oracle (or teacher) was consulted to determine whether new strings

presented by the algorithm were in the target language. Based on the

samples provided by the user and answers supplied by the oracle the

algorithm produced the target machine.

The results of Pao are extended to the identification of

(ordered and unordered) tree automata (grammars). A bound on lattice

size is determined. Finally, we describe a technique for inferring

any context-free grammar by using these techniques in conjunction with

those by Crespi-Reghizzi [15], who devised a scheme for inferring a

subset of context-free grammars. These methods are primarily of

theoretical interest since the time bounds are very large, but may be

applied for the identification of automata that can be characterized

by a very small sample set.
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5.2 Inductive Inference

Consider the problem of a language designer confronted with

the task of specifying a grammar (automaton) which will generate

(recognize) a language based on a set of samples from the language

(based on the assumption that the grammar exists and is contained in

a given grammar class). It would be very beneficial if parts, or per-

haps all, of the process were automated. There are two settings for

this type of system. In a user directed environment the system is

programmed to assist the designer in some of the detailed work

involved in the discovery process. Alternatively, one could have an

"intelligent" system which plays an integral role in the specifica-

tion of the grammar (automaton) whereby it would direct the actions

leading towards discovery. In this sense, the system would be per-

forming an inductive inference based on the language samples it

requested.

The formal model used to specify the inference problem is

formulated as follows L23]. L is the target language that we wish to

identify. I (L) is an infinite information sequence containing ele-

ments in L. I (0 is an infinite sequence containing elements not in

L. I(L) is an information sequence presented to the inference algor-

ithm and is an infinite sequence formed from I +(L) and I (L). Some

inference algorithms only work on Ii.(L), while other algorithms use

I
+(L) in addition to I (L).

I +(L) (I (L)) must be complete, i.e. if xEL(4L) then x must

appear at some point in I4.(L)(I_(L)). Time is discretized within the

current context by defining time i (05j) to correspond to the
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presentation of the ith string to the algorithm. is the grammar

that the algorithm guesses at time t.

Definition 5.1

An algorithm M identifies the language L in the limit if, for I(L)

there exists a time t' such that for all t>t-: a)Gt=Gt,. and b)

L(Gt..).L.

Intuitively, this definition states that M identifies L in the

limit if there is a time after which M makes no new guesses for the

target grammar (language).

Theorem 5.1 (Gold [23])

Suppose it is desired to infer either a finite-state or a context-free

or a context-sensitive grammar. If strings from I(L) are presented

then there exists an algorithm to identify the target language in the

limit.

Proof: The target language is a member of the decidable grammar

classes [25]. That is, given a finite-state, context-free or

context-sensitive grammar G and a string x, xcL(G) is effectively

decidable. All grammars in any of the aforementioned classes can be

effectively enumerated. Thus, for each string, x, presented the

algorithm determines whether x can be generated by the current

grammar Gt.

If xcL(Gt) and xE4(L) or 4L(Gt) and xEI_(L) then a new

string is requested and Gt44=Gt. If xeL(Gt) and xEI_(L) or 4L(Gt)

and xcI+(L) then new grammars are enumerated until one is found that
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is compatible with the information sequence presented so far. A

grammar G is compatible with a sequence S whenever xcS and xcI +(L) if

and only if xeL(G).

It is clear that all (non-target) grammars will be eliminated.

Since the target grammar will eventually be generated, at time t, then

for t->t no new grammars will be guessed. Thus, this method conver-

ges--identifies L in the limit.

The method presented in the proof of Theorem 5.1 ensures

convergence. However, the algorithm is not practical due to the enu-

meration required for convergence. Several practical systems have

been developed which employ heuristics that (hopefully) guide the sys-

tem towards the correct solution E6J, E71, C151 and C211. We give

several heuristics later to produce a practical inference system for

tree grammars. In addition to heuristics, characteristics of the

working environments were studied [16] to impose restrictions on the

samples provided or the class of target languages to provide for a

practical system.

Fu and Booth [9,10] published a survey of grammatical

inference including a discussion of techniques for inferring tree

grammars. The methods surveyed essentially identify possible recur-

sive variables in the grammar from instances of repetitive substruc-

tures in the samples. Although the methods demonstrate an intuition

involved in the discovery process, they do not guarantee convergence

to the target tree grammars will ultimately take place. This feature

can be quite 1 imiting in that one is very unsure (due to the finiteness of

the samples) as to the accuracy of the final grammatical approximation.
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With the aforementioned problem in mind, it is of interest to

consider what is necessary to identify a correct grammar (automaton).

One can immediately observe that it is necessary to provide a well-

defined environment in which the target language (the language of

interest) resides. In the string case, one must make assumptions

whether the language is context-free or regular or some other language

class. In the tree case we will assume that the language can be

generated (recognized) by a regular tree grammar (TA).

In addition to the target language environment one must

specify characteristics of the sample that will be the basis for the

inference. It was mentioned earlier that one could impose require-

ments on the sample in terms of supplying a positive sample (all ele-

ments are in the target language), a negative sample (all elements

are not contained in the target language), or both positive and nega-

tive samples. In the next section we will formally specify an infer-

ence system with the aforementioned requirements detailed so as to

insure convergence.
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5.3 A Convergent System

Consider the identification of a deterministic TA which

accepts trees belonging to a target language. Let M=(Q,f,so,F) be a

deterministic TA over A and T
s
=fti,...,t

m
where t cT

S
implies

ti cT(M). Also, let P ={PI,...,P
m} be the set of compatible trees to

TswhereP.-t.for(13.iscompatibletoy. In this case we

say Ts-Ps. Ts is defined to be structurally complete for M iff for

each x=(s.
11 ,...,s. )cDomain(fb)(k=r(b)) there exists i (1i5-m) and a

k

such that

i) acD(ti)

ii) a.kcD(ti), a.k+10(ti)

iii) Pi(a.1)=si ,...,Pi(a.k)=s4
lk

iv) ti(a)=b

v) tb(x)=s and Pi(a)=s

(i-v apply for nonterminal nodes)

OR

i') acD(ti), a.10(ti)

si =so 1_3 5_1(

3

iii') ti(a)=b

iv') tb(x)=s and Pi(a)=s

(i'- iv''apply for terminal nodes).

Intuitively, Ts is structurally complete for M if each reduction of

M is used during the parsing of some tree in Ts.

Example 5.1--Structurally Complete Sample

Let M be defined as in Example 3.3. Is as given below is
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structurally complete for M.

T
s
=

P
s
=

C

C C2

H H H

C

H H

C

C C2

.'"NNHHH HC
H H

S

H" A H'

E

H

S

H H'

A

B,

H'

H- H

T
s
P

s
. The so labels are understood to be attached to the H- nodes.
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The techniques used in the remainder of this chapter employ a

finite partition lattice to define a search space for the target gram-

mar (automaton). Definitions 5.2 to 5.9 are drawn from [24].

Definition 5.2

A partition P on S is a collection of disjoint subsets of S whose set

union is S. The subsets are referred to as blocks so P=4Bi1 where

B. represents the ith subset (block i) Clearly UB..S and B.nB.01
i J 1

for ij. Let Bp(x) represent the block of partition P that contains

xES. If x and y are in the same block xEy(P). Also, Bp(x)=Bp(y).

Definition 5.3

If R is an equivalence relation on S then R defines a partition on S.

R denotes the equivalence class represented by xES. Bp(x)-4.

Definition 5.4

P1.P2 is the partition on S defined by x=y(PI.P2) iff xEY(P

xEy(P2). Bpi.p2(x)=Bpi(x)nBp2(x).

Definition 5.5

) and

P1 l-P2 is the partition on S defined by xEy(P14-P2) iff there exists

a sequence in S...x=x0,x1,...,xn=y where xiExi+I(P1) or

x =xi+1 (P2) for 0.1<n. If P1={1,2;3,4;5,6,7} and P2={1,4;2,3;5,7;6}

then P1 i-P2={1,2,3,4;5,6,7}.
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Definition 5.6

P15-132 iff for each xcS, B (x)cB
2
( ). Thus, P15-P2 iff P1.P2 =P1 and

Pl+P2=P2.

Definition 5.7

5 defines a partial ordering on the set S. That is, for any

partitions Pi, Pi, Pk on S Pi5-yreflexive), PiPi and PfPi imply

P.--P.(antisymmetric), and P.513. P.-1) imply P.-1) (transitive). S1 J 1 J'Jk lk
with < defines a partially ordered set denoted by (S,5).

Definition 5.8

Let (S,5) be a partially ordered set and T be a subset of S. Then

xcS is the least upper bound (LUB) of T if and only if

i) y5x for all yeT;

ii) ,),z for all yeT implies xz.

x is the greatest lower bound (GLB) of T if and only if

i) xy for all yeT;

ii) z.v for all yeT implies zx.

Definition 5.9

A lattice is a partially ordered set, L=(S,5), which has a LUB and a

GLB for every pair of elements. (S,5) over partitions on S forms a

lattice: GLB(P1,P2)=P .P2, LUB(P1,P2)=P1+P2.

Example 5.2

A graphical representation for ({1,2,3}, is given as follows.
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{123}

{12i3} {13;2} {1;23}

------...._

{1;2;3}

The arrows point to larger partitions (i.e. {1,2;3}511,2,31).

{1;2;3} is the bottom node in the lattice while {1,2,3} is the top

node.

Definition 5.10

Let T
s
={tit m} be structurally complete for M= (Q,f,so,F).."

c " ) the canonical tree automaton which accepts pre-

cisely Ts, is defined as follows:

Qc={s.ct: t is a subtree of some tree in Ts} U 1501

fca(cc

t1' "3-t ,/N\
I.

s
c

a for a a subtree in T
s

."
ti...t

fca(s,...,$)=sa for subtree 'a' of some tree in Ts.

m c
F
c
=1.0

1
s

=

Example 5.3

The canonical machine for T
s
of Example 5.1 is given below. Again,

for clarity, the so labels are not listed.
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S3 S3

S
2

SsSti 5

S3
Ns

S3 S3 3
6

S3 S7 S3

S3 S8 S3

S4 S9

S3 S3 S3 52 S10

S3 S3

The correct partition is Sc=fsl,s7 A={s2,s8}, H'={s3}, B=4s41

F={s5,s9 }, E={s6,sio}.

We use canonical tree automata for the specification of a

partition lattice which "contains" an automaton to be inferred.

Theorem 5.2

Let T
s
bea structurally complete sample for a deterministic tree

automaton M.(Q,f,so,F). A finite lattice which contains a partition

associated with M can be effectively constructed.

Proof: Consider the finite partition lattice (L,5) where L=Qc. If

17={7,...,3-(0 is a partition on Sc then f defines a machine

P ,PPP
M =0 ,f ,so,F ) as follows:

'P={xi,x2,...,xk}.

fc

'

=sc
a cY then fa 61,..., )=y where s

t
cy.

i

ti...tn

for y,y.ce and 15_i5_n.
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FP=Ix.. x.EB
P t
(sc) for teT

s
1.

Let S and S' be (respectively) M- and Mc- compatible with. Ts.

Thus, the trees in S and S' only differ with respect to node labels

(i.e. trees in S are labelled from Q and trees in S' are labelled

from the states of M ). Form the partition P on Qc as follows. Label

the blocks of P from Q={s0,...,sn}. If tcS corresponds with t' in S'

and t(a)=si then place the state t"(a) in block si.

Each block of P contains at least one state from Sc since T
s

is structurally complete. It is easily seen that the automaton

formed from the blocks of P, Ts and S' is the same machine as M. The

result of the theorem follows from the fact that this automaton is

identical with M'.

The assumption that a given sample is structurally complete

is not unreasonable. If the set of samples does not fully represent

the structure inherent in the language then it would certainly be

impossible to discover a representative grammar (automaton). In a

practical system one would normally work under the assumption that

the sample is structurally complete. Then, if the grammar does not

sufficiently characterize the desired language (it cannot generate

all strings of interest) more strings would be added to the sample

and the process repeated for the data just added.

Consider the environment wherein a teacher (or language

designer) has a good idea what should be included in the language.

The teacher would use the system as a design aid and only need to

provide yes or no answers.
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Theorem 5.3

Given a structurally complete sample, forfor a deterministic TA M,

with the use of a teacher there exists an algorithm for determining

M. The teacher need only answer yes or no to the question "Is t an

acceptable tree?"

Proof: Consider the lattice of tree automata (TA) formed by

partitions on {s1,...,sn} where Mc.(Qcfc,so,Fc) and Qc.iso,s1,...,sn1

Each partition, Pi, determines a TA, Mi, as defined in the proof of

Theoreff15.2.1fP.is a refinement of P.J (P1 .5-P.J ) then T(M.)ET(M.j ).

If M. and M. are in the lattice then it can be effectively determined

whether T(Mi)=T(Mi) (from Doner, Theorems 1.7, 1.11). If T(Mi)=T(Mj)

then M.
3

can be eliminated from further consideration. Otherwise,

tET(Mi)-T(Mi)(T(Mi)-T(Mi)) can be effectively determined. Then the

teacher can be queried and if teT(M)(4T(M)) then drop Mi(Mi) from

further consideration.

Since the lattice is finite, this procedure can be repeated a finite

number of times (considering all pairs of machines) to yield M' such

that T(W)=T(M).

The inference technique given in this section is also

applicable to unordered tree automaton (UTA). The definition of a

structurally complete sample for a UTA is the same as for the ordered

automaton with ordering not important. The canonical unordered tree

automaton is formed in the same fashion as its ordered counterpart.

Thus, the finite lattice which contains the correct state partition

can be effectively constructed.
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Since each UTA, M, has an ordered counterpart, M', where

T(M)=T(M'), it follows that tcT(M) is effectively decidable. Also,

given UTA M1 and UTA M2 one can effectively construct UTA M where

T(M)=T(M1)-T(M2). Let Mi represent the ordered counterpart to Mi for

i=1,2. Then one can construct M' with T(M")=T(Mi)-T(M2)=T(MI)-T(M2).

It is clear that M can be constructed from M' where M is unordered.

These facts are combined to yield the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4

Let M be a UTA. Given a structurally complete sample forM (Ts),with

the use of a teacher there exists an algorithm for determining M. The

teacher need only answer yes or no to the question "Is t an acceptable

tree?"
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5.4 Grammatical Inference

Because of the close relation between tree automata and tree

grammars, the same ideas can be used for grammatical discovery.

It is apparent from Chapter 3 that given an expansive tree

grammar, G, there is a simple algorithm to form a TA M whereby

T(M)=T(G). Each production in G has a corresponding reduction in M.

The states in M correspond to the nonterminals in G. Thus, in this

section when a grammar (expansive) is given, its associated TA is

assumed to be constructed.

Definition 5.11

G is a deterministic tree grammar iff M associated with G is

deterministic.

Definition 5.12

T
s m 1 is defined to be structurally complete for G, where G

is deterministic with no useless variables, iff G= (V,r,P,S),

P={Pf*ti: 1i5n}, T,cL(G) and for each i where 15_-kn there exists

j(1<_jm)suchthatP.->t1 is used in the derivation S.=>*t.

Definition 5.12 essentially states that Ts is structurally

complete if each production of G is used in some derivation of some

tree in T
s

.

Lemma 5.5

If T
s
is structurally complete for G then T

s
is also structurally

complete for M where M is associated with G.
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Proof: Note that if T
s
is structurally complete for G then each

production is used in generating Ts. Also, in the recognition the

corresponding reduction must be applied where a production was used

so that the entire set of reductions are applied. This satisfies the

requirements for completeness for M.

Theorem 5.6

Let T
s
be a structurally complete sample for G. A finite lattice

which contains a partition associated with G can be effectively con-

structed. Furthermore, with the use of a teacher there exists an

algorithm for determining G. The teacher need only answer yes or no

to the question Is t an acceptable tree?"

Proof: T
s
is structurally complete for M which is associated with G.

By Theorem 5.2 we can form a finite lattice, L, containing the parti-

tion determining M. We can interpret each node of L as being a gram-

mar associated with the TA there. Thus, the finite lattice "contains

G" and the algorithm as given in the proof of Theorem 5.3 can be used

to determine G.

Theorem 5.6 states that the process becomes one of identifying

(merging) nonterminals in a canonical grammar. This has the effect

of forming grammatical recursion when two nonterminals have been used

to generate two nodes on a root to terminal path of a sample tree.
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5.5 Lattice Size

In this section we will obtain bounds on the size of the

lattice (number of elements in the lattice). Consider a partition

lattice, L, consisting of partitions of n variables. Assume that n

is greater than four. A lower bound is immediate--the size of the

power set of n distinct elements.

The size of L is bounded above by M. This can be seen by

considering the following mapping from permutations of n elements to

partitions. Each permutation can be uniquely written in terms of its

cycles such as {(1 2 3),(4 5)} for (1 2 3 4 5\. Let
'2 3 1 5 4'

f[{(1,2,3),(4,5)11-{(1,2,3),(4,5)}. This shows that f is onto. f is

not 1-1 since f[1(2 1 3),(4 5)}]=1(1,2,3),(4,5)}. Thus, for n>4

n,ILl<ni_2nlogn
we have 2 Also, if m is the number of blocks

in a partition then {n} is the size of level m in the lattice (fp is

the Stirling number of type 2 [29]).
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5.6 Speedup of Convergence

Let G be the target grammar and G
c c

,r
c
,P

c
,S) the canonical

grammar with V
c=B U A where T(G)cAT and B is the set of nonterminals.

Let L be the partition lattice formed from all partitions of B. We

say that a node xcL is at level i if x represents a grammar with i

variables x=(Bx U A, rx,Px,S) and Bx is a partition of B with i

blocks).

The convergence process checks trees, t, such that

tET(GO-T(Gi) where Gi and Gj correspond to partitions Pi and Pi.

This yields four cases to consider:

CASE A) tET(Gi) and tET(G)

In this case, the system has determined t with tET(GO-T(Gi)

and has received a positive response from the teacher concerning t's

membership in T(G). We know that tET(Gi) implies tET(Gm) where

Bi5Bil since T(GOcT(Gm). Also, since tfT(Gi) then t4T(Gk) where

B
k j

since T(G
k j
)cT(G.). Thus, in this case we can immediately elim-

inate from consideration all nodes representing grammars with variable

sets that are refinements of B. (i.e. grammars at levels higher than

Gj).

CASE B) tET(Gi) and t4T(G)

Since T(GI)ET(GM) for Bi5.8m, eliminate all grammars, Gm, with

Bi5_Bm (i.e. grammars at lower numbered levels of Gi).

CASE C) tfT(Gi) and tfT(G)

Analogous to CASE A.

CASE D) tfT(Gi) and tfT(G)*

Analogous to CASE B.
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We conclude this section by mentioning a heuristic which can

be quite useful for faster convergence. The aforementioned methods

dealt with an unordered lattice (within any given level). This places

very demanding memory requirements for the process, as we will see in

the next section. The procedure begins with no variables merged (all

variables are in different blocks of the partition) in the canonical

grammar. Then it attempts to merge variables to form the various

partitions. The result is the determination of the values inanxn
matrix C where

=0ifv.andv3 are not merged where V
c
= v

=I otherwise

If we know that cij
ij ij

=0, then certainly 0 =0 where C*=Lct)=the

closure of C. Thus, it would be useless to merge [vi] and [ .], thevj

blockscontainingv.andvi.This suggests that if we can definitely

determine whether two variables should (not) be merged, there would

be a. vast improvement in the rate of convergence.

It isnotpossible,however,todeterminewhether.clj =0(1) at

any given stage. The following example demonstrates this fact.

Example 5.4

G.(V,r,P,S)

V-A= {S,B,C}

P: S÷

C C

S--)-2\f

C B

A=f+,*,v,i,01

S-*



B+ B+ A
C C B C

C -v C+i C--()

S

v

T
s
={

+

*

V i v i v i

P
c
(the canonical productions):

A1- ,//-4. B1+ +

A2 A3 A9 B2

A2+ ()

'1 A4 A5 B3

B3+

A4 A
a

S41, S+B1

79
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A6+

A7 A8

A7

A9 A9

AB *

A9 A4

A9+

A4 A5

Since IVc-A1=13, there are 13 levels in the lattice. It

should be clear from the symmetry in labels of nodes in P that check-

ing A3 and A8 first will not determine whether they should (not) be

merged. Note that A3 C, A8 4-÷B and they should not be merged. How-

ever, the grammar resulting from merging A3 and A8 will not produce

any trees that the target grammar would disqualify. Thus, we do not

obtain any information from merging A3 and A8 at this stage.
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5.7 An Application to String Inference

The method of inference described in Theorem 5.6 can be

modified for application to string grammars. We will consider the

problem of inferring a context-free grammar G. Without loss of gen-

erality, we assume in the following discussion that the grammars of

interest are reduced.

Definition 5.13

A parenthesized grammar EG] derived from G=(VN,VT,S,P) is

[G]=(VN,VTUIE,]},S,P") where 4VT, ]PVT and if A±x is in P then

A÷Lx] is in P'. If h([G]) is the homomorphism defined by

h(E)=h(J)=6 and h(a)=a,acVT then xeL(EGJ) implies h(x)cL(G). Note

that x is a structural description of h(x).

Definition 5.14

Two context-free grammars G and G' are strongly equivalent if and only

if LUGJ)=LUG"]).

It is evident from Definition 5.14 that a sample may be

structurally complete for both G and G' (EGJ and CG']). Since this

is true we can only hope to identify a grammar as a member of a set of

strongly equivalent grammars. This does not detract from the tech-

niques that will be discussed because strong equivalence assures the

determination of a grammar that possesses the same structural content

as the target grammar. Since language acquisition is concerned with

the learning of structural content strong equivalence is sufficient.

In C14,15i Crespi-Reghizzi assumes that a language designer
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presents a structurally complete parenthesized grammar to the

inference system which then infers a grammar. One drawback to both

of Crespi-Reghizzi's models is that the inference system assumes that

the sample represents a grammar in a class properly included in the

class of context-free languages. This class restriction may be

relaxed to include all reduced context-free grammars when using the

following interactive inference model.

Definition 5.15

A context-free grammar G is backwards deterministic if all of the

right-hand sides of its productions are distinct.

Theorem 5.7 (McNaughton [30])

For each context-free grammar, G, there exists a backwards

deterministic grammar, G', where G' is strongly equivalent to G.

We assume that initially the language designer presents a

structurally complete parenthesized sample, S, for a backwards deter-

ministic grammar. Then the system directs the activities by asking

if various strings are or are not included in the target language.

The system processes S as follows:

Let S=Isi,...,snl and where ti is the tree formed from

si by replacing each parenthesized substring, (x1,...,xm), with the

tree (x1,...,xm)a.



S=[(HbJ+Eb]])]+[b.1

t=

'a

( a ) b

a + a

1 1

b b

Figure 5.1 Tree Construction for CF Inference
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It is clear that t1,...,tn represent derivation trees

according to the target grammar with the original nonterminals

replaced by 'a'. These tree forms correspond to skeletal structure

descriptions defined by Joshi and Levy C267.

Consider the construction of a tree automaton, M, that

accepts the tree forms determined by G=(VN,VT,S1,P) (CG]). Let

VeS1,...,Sml and

4- m4 }.
mom

M=(VN U{So} U Vi,f,s0,{S1}) where

beVT}, fb=b' for bEVT.

fa(x.1j)=Si for xis the same as xis with terminals, bk, in xis

replaced by bk and Sixij in P.

It should be clear that the state trees of M correspond to

the derivation trees of G (with terminals of G replaced by their

primed counterparts in M). This correspondence allows the inference

of M to imply the inference of G.
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Theorem 5.8

Let G be any backwards deterministic context-free grammar. Suppose a

structurally complete sample for EG] is given and there is a teacher

to answer yes or no to the question "Is xcL(EG])?". Then there exists

an algorithm for determining G up to strong equivalence.

Proof: Suppose S is structurally complete for EG]. Then T can be

formed as in Figure 5.1. T is structurally complete for M correspond-

ing to EG] (G). Since G is backwards deterministic M is determinis-

tic. Therefore Theorem 5.6 can be applied with a slight modification

for the inference of G.

The algorithm given by Theorem 5.6 is applied to determine

trees t.
1

However when t. is formed the system uses the inverse of

the process demonstrated in Figure 5.1 to arrive at a string xi.

Since the process is uniquely invertible xicL(EG1) iff ticT(M). Thus,

at each stage the system poses the question "Is xicL(EG])?".

Once M is determined, it is straightforward to specify G from

M.

Example 5.4 is offered to demonstrate what can happen if the

method given above is applied for the inference of G where G is not

backwards deterministic.

Example 5.4

G: S -Sc, 8+Ac, S+c

A÷Bc, A÷Cb

B±Sb, Bib



C±b

TA for G (M):

fa(S,C)=S, fa(A,C)=S, fa (B,b")=
c
=c

fa(B,c')=A, fa(C,b")A

fa(S,b')=B, fb.b'

fa(S,b')=C

fa(b")=B, fa(V)=C, fa(cA)=S

M is nondeterministic since f
a
(S,b')=B and f

a
(S,b')=.C.

M' is the deterministic form of M (BC, etc. represents the state, of

the subset construction, resulting from combining B anc C of M):

f
a
(b")=BC, f

a
(c")=S

f
a
(S,c')=S, f

a
(S,b1=BC

fa(BC,c')=A, fa(BC,b')=SA

fa(SA,c')=S, fa(SA,b')=BC

f
a
(A,c")=S

f
b
=b", f

c
=c'

S= {bbc,bcc,cbb,cbbc}

T={ a
/ate

a//Nba c a c

a b a c a b

b b
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S is structurally complete for G and T exercizes all of the

reductions in M, but not in M'. Therefore, the 'inference technique

will not work correctly for G since T is not structurally complete

for M'.
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Theorem 5.9

Let G be any context-free grammar. Suppose a structurally complete

sample for LGJ is given and there is a teacher to answer yes or no to

the question "Is xcL(EG])?". Then there exists an algorithm for

determining G up to strong equivalence.

Proof: Let S be structurally complete for G and M the

(nondeterministic) tree automaton corresponding to G. The number of

states in M', the deterministic version of M=(Q,f,so,F), is at most

2**IQI.

It follows from MATA2 that if M has n states then M may be

uniquely characterized by the set of trees it accepts of depth at

most 2n. This set of trees is clearly structurally complete for M.

Thus, the algorithm can operate as follows: Determine 2**IQI from S.

Then generate all trees of allowed stratification with depth

2**(IQI+1) and determine the appropriate strings from those trees.

These operations yield a structurally complete set of trees for M'.

Finally, the method of Theorem 5.8 can be applied to

determine G (up to strong equivalence).

Theorem 5.9 extends the results of Crespi-Reghizzi and

Pao [34J to include all of the context-free grammars. Crespi-

Reghizzi's results are limited to subclasses of operator precedence

grammars. Pao's algorithm works for delimited languages which are

properly contained in the class of context-free languages.

Tree systems can also be used in conjunction with

parenthesized grammars to greatly simplify the proofs of several
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theorems concerning parenthesis languages. These results are given

in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 6. TREE DERIVATIVES

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will extend the results of Biermann and

Feldman N] and Fu and Booth [9] to tree systems. They use the idea

of derivatives of regular expressions to define a series of finite-

state machines that fit a set of input-output pairs taken from an

unknown finite-state machine. The "looseness" of the fit depends on

a parameter, k, which ranges from an upper bound--the number of states

in the (canonical) machine, that realizes exactly the input-output

pairs given--to a lower bound--zero, which is a machine that accepts

all strings presented (an extremely loose fit). Thus, the complexity

of the finite-state machine inferred (in terms of number of states)

is determined by k.

The focus of this chapter is on identifying a grammar

(automaton) that will generate (accept) trees. This implies

that we must apply Biermann and Feldman's results with all outputs

either 0 (reject) or 1 (accept).

It was mentioned that the looseness of fit was determined by

the parameter k. Since k is arbitrarily set there is no justifica-

tion (other than the looseness desired) for any given setting. In

this chapter we will define a similar k parameter and demonstrate

that one does indeed have appropriate information at hand when vary-

ing k to make a reasonable inference. This is done by modifying the

process of Biermann and Feldman to yield a more effective inference

mechanism.
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6.2 A Review of Biermann and Feldman's Results

Biermann and Feldman used the idea of a formal derivative C13]

to construct finite-state machines based on derivatives of strings

contained in a positive sample.

Definition 6.1

The formal derivative of a finite set of strings S with respect to

the terminal symbol la'aT is defined as

Da(S)={x: axeS}. If 'a'=the null string c then Da(S)=S. The

definition is extended to a string of terminal symbols ala2...an as

Daia2...an( )={x: ala2...anxeS}

=Da2...an(Da(S))

=D
a

(D
a

.(D
a2

(D
al

(S)...)
n n-1

When S={1010,1000,1011,0}

Do(S)={c}, DI(S)={010,000,011}, Dio(S)={10,00,11}, Dial(S)={0,1} and

so on.

Definition 6.2

The canonical derivative finite-state machine Mcd is defined as

follows':

Mcd=(Q,f,U1,U F
) where Q={1.11,...,U

n
,U } represents the set of distinct

derivatives of S not equal to 0 with Ul=S and UF={0,

f(Uva)=Uj iff Da(Ui)=Uj

f(Upa)=UF iff {c }E Da(Ui)
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Example 6.1

S+={1010,1000,1011,0} (11=S+, U2=D1(S+)={010,000,011}

U3=Dio(S+)={10,00,11} U4=Diol(S+)={0M, U5=Dloo(S+)=101

U6=Do(S+)=Diolo(S+)=Dloil(S+)=D1000(S+)={6}

It is clear that if S is structurally complete then the

target machine can be formed by combining appropriate states of Mcd.

The k-parameter is used within the derivative scheme for

merging states of Mcd.

Definition 6.3

The k-tail of a set of strings S with respect to a string ala2..an

is defined as g(a02...a
n'

S,k)=fx: xeD
ala2'

lx1 is the number of characters in the string x.

Example 6.2

S+={1010,1000,1011,0}

g(c,S,2) = {0 }, g(10,S,2)={10,00,11}, g(101,S,2)=f0,1}

g(100,S,2)={0}, g(1010,S,2)=-1(1011,S,2)=g(1000,S,2)9(0,S,2)={0.

Definition 6.4

The k-tail machine based on M
cd

is M
cd

with states U. and U.
j
merged

ifallstringsoflengthatmostkinU.are in U. and vice versa.
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Example 6.3 (Refer to Examples 6.1 and 6.2)

k-tails of S+={1010,1000,1011,0}

IcLI k=3 k=2 k=1

U1={1010,1000,1011,0} {0} {0} {0}

U2={010,000,011} {010,000,011} 0 0

U3={10,00,11} {10,00,11} 110,00,111 0

U4={0,1} {0,1} {0,1} {0,1}

U5={0} {0} {0} {0}

U6={c} {c} {c} {c}

Merged States for Values of k

104 k=3 k=2 k=1

U1 {U1,U5} {U1,U5} fU19U51

U2 U2 U2 {U2sU }

U3 U3 U3 U4

U4 U4 U4 U6

U5 U6 U6

U6
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6.3 Tree Derivatives and Some General Properties

In this section we will define tree derivatives and briefly

study some of their properties.

Definition 6.5

Let t and u be trees over the finite alphabet A. The derivative of t

with respect to u, denoted du(t), is defined as

{t": t"=t(b144)(b24-$)...(b0)

and t/bi=u,...,t/bm=u}
du(t)=

if u is a subtree of t at bl,...,bm

otherwise

Recall that {t,u }EAT and bedomain(t) then

t(b÷u)={(c,x): t(c)=x and b4c} U b.u. In words, t(b÷-u) replaces the

subtree of t at node b with the tree u. Also, t/b={(x,c): (b.x,c)et}

or t/b yields the subtree of t at b. Since t/bi=u for 15_1.01 the bi

are incomparable (biSbi for ij). Therefore the subtree replacement

can be done in any order. Hence du(t) is the tree resulting from the

replacement of each occurrence of the subtree u, of t with $.

Example 6.4

t= a

b
/dam

c

//^\\
d c

c d

v= d

b c
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d
u
(0= a , d

v
(t)=Q. The derivative of a tree is extended to a

$ d

$/\c

set of trees as follows.

Definition 6.6

Let be a set of trees over an alphabet A. Let to be a

tree over A. Then the total derivative of S with respect to to,

denoted by Dto(S), is defined as

D
to

(S)=.0
1 (.0

(t.)

The next definition defines the replacement of a given number

of the same subtree with $, whereas d
ti

(Definition 6.5) directs the

replacement of all t1 subtrees by $.

Definition 6.7

Let S.{ti,...,tn} and {t} be sets of trees over A U {$}. Let bi and

cj. describe the occurrences of t in trees of S as follows.

bi= the number of occurrences of t in ti

cl= the jth occurrence of t in ti. Thus, ] is defined for

i
ci,c2i ,...,cki . c4 corresponds to a node in the tree domain, of ti

ul j

which appears (lexicographically) before c
+k

for The mth deriv-
j

ative of S with respect to t is defined recursively as:

D°(S)=S
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n

q(S)=0..,
bi

ti(ci4-$) if bel

e otherwise

D(S)=DIt (Dmt -1(S)) if m>1
t

Note that in Definition 6.7 c
i
and bi refer to the set on

which the derivative is taken. Hence, Dm(S) means the replacement of

m t-subtrees in each xcS with $.

Example 6.5

S={ a

b dd

c/d b c

c d

DI(S)={ a

$ d b d

b c c d $ c

c/Nd

t,= , b1 =2, 1=1, c1=2.1 t2= 5 b2= 9



t1= a , b1 =1, c1=2.1 t2= a

$ d

/\c c/Nd $ c

c/Nd

ci=1

t3= a , b3=0

$ c

, b2=1,
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Recall that a tree automaton induces a state minimizing

subtree-invariant equivalence relation that can be represented by

equivalence classes

TIJ2,...,111 with n finite. Lemma 6.1 demonstrates the similarity in

the forms of trees in T(M), using total derivatives, that have one or

more subtrees in any given equivalence class. Tree forms are trees

with $-nodes representing subtrees.

Lemma 6.1

If {t. t.j }cfi then (T(M))nD
t

(T(M))#0.

Proof: There exists teT(M) with

t/b1a1,...,t/bmcfl and bl,...,bm are not comparable
1

b.X13.J .x for

i#j).

Then

t'=t(bo-ti)...(bm÷yeT(M) and

e=t(bl÷ti)...(bm4-yeT(M). Since d
t

(t')=d (t") then
1

dt(tiat(T(M))nDt(T(M)).
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The derivative of a set of trees serves to exhibit various

characteristics of trees belonging in the same equivalence class.

However, the derivative is not sufficient to completely characterize

related trees. We must apply powers of derivatives to completely cap-

ture the properties of trees in the same equivalence class.

Example 6.6 demonstrates the strength of the assertion that

two first order derivatives are equal.

Example 6.6

Suppose a

a
,/"N\

b c b c

t1= a , t2= b and///N
b c c d

6 S,

D1 (S)=D1 (S). Then this implies thatti t2

ti= a ED' (S)==>t1EQL(S) and/\ ti

$ a

b c

a ES' t"= Dti(S)=> tHED1 (S) and
t2

/1(/'N'N a A
/\
b $

cdbc c d

a ES==> t" = a EDI.

2

(S)==> t" ED (S) andd
1A (.

/\ /\
$ /X\b

cdcd c d

as ES.

ab
/\bccd
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Thus, a eS and DI
ti

(S)=D! (S)

ti ti

implies a ES, a ES and

tl t2 t2 tl t2 t2

Lemma 6.2 captures the general form of the ideas hinted at in

Example 6.6.

Lemma 6.2

If DI (S)=DI (S) then Di (S)=
LI L2 ti L2

(S) for Pl.

Proof: Let D' (S)=D1
t2

(S) and assume
ti

tED
ti

(S) for some P-1. Then there exists

CES,C=t(b0A1)...(b .4t1) and

t/b1=$,...,t/b.=$. C(bo-t2)ES since DI
I 6
(S)=B!

2
(S). But this means

L

that

C(bo-t2)(b2÷t2)ES. We can continue in this fashion to yield

t"(b0A2)...(bi÷ti)ES. Thus,

C(b144)...(bi÷$)E42(S). Since

t=t-(b1÷$)...(bj-4-$) we have tED12(S). Therefore, (S)=D1 (S).
L

The strength of the implication of equality between first

order derivatives is further demonstrated by Corollary 6.3

Corollary 6.3

If DI
ti L

(S)=D (S) then D4
i 6

(D14(.

2
(S))= 1(S)) for j,k>0.

Proof: The proof follows directly from the observation that

DI
ti t

(S)=D1
2
(S) implies if tES and t/b=t1 then t(b<A2) S.



Lemma 6.2 assures us that the equality of the first

derivatives implies the equality of all higher derivatives. Example

6.7 shows that the equality of the jth derivative for j>1 does not

imply the equality of all higher derivatives.

Example 6.7

S=f a , a

AN 1NNb b cc cbc c c b

t1 =b, t2=c

D2 (S)={ a , a
Li A\

$ $ b $ b $ b$\$
D2 (S)={ a , a , a }

VIN AN
$ b $ $ b

t2

b $ $

D' (S)={ a }
ti AN

$ $ $

D3
t2 t

(S)=Q,D2
i t
(S)=D2

2 t
(S), D3

i t
(S)#D3

2
(S)

Suppose the set of trees, S, is equal to the set of trees
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accepted by a tree automaton M. Then the applications of the first

derivatives yields enough information to capture the operation of M.

Theorem 6.4 shows that first derivatives and subtree-invariant equi-

valencerelations are equivalent.

Theorem 6.4

Let S=T(M) for a tree automaton M.

equivalence relation induced by M.

t1Rt2.

Let R be the subtree-invariant

Then D! (S)=D!
2
(S) if and only if

1,
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Proof: Assume t1Rt2 and t DOS) where

t/b=$. This implies t(b÷tI)ES and from t1Rt2 t(b÷t2)ES and

t(b.4)=teDt2(S).

Suppose DI
ti t

(S)=DI
2 6
(S). Since DI

1 6
(S)=D! (S) implies t1 can

occur wherever t2 occurs and vice versa then T(M)= T(M12). Therefore

t1Rt2 by Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.11.

We do not have a result corresponding to Corollary 6.4 for

mixed derivatives as Example 6.8 demonstrates.

Example 6.8

It is not true that D (D,
2
(S))=D

t2 (D tj
i
(S)) implies t1Rt2. Consider

L

the grammar using the following productions.

P: S± a

B

a

VI\
S S

B±b, C-*c S'=ftrees generated by P with axiom S}

D(Dk(S'))-Dk(D(S1) but bRc.bc -b
Corollary 6.5

Let S=T(M) and R be the relation induced by. M. Then (S)=Dit2(S) if

and only if t1Rt2 where

Proof: The result is immediate from Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.4.

Theorem 6.4 can be interpreted as stating that the states of

a (minimized) tree automaton M can be determined by computing the

first order derivatives of T(M). Since T(M) is generally infinite in

cardinal ity the calculation of the derivatives of T(M) is not practical.
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Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 state important results that can be used in

obtaining a practical minimization algorithm from first order deriva-

tives.

Lemma 6.6

Let E1,...,tm be the equivalence classes of a tree automaton M. There

exists

t'611,...,c1cTin such that d(ti)54 for 15i5n.

Proof: Let z bethestatetreeassociatedwithlf d(z. )>n

then there is a path of length greater than n which contains a

repeated state. Duplicate states can be eliminated to obtain 4.
1

with d(z,.)1.1 and zt.(0)=zt(0).
Li

Thus, ticii and d(t.0541 as desired.

Theorem 6.7

Let (t1,t2)0 and t361-1,t4eT2,

d(t3)5_n, d(t4)5n where IRI=n. Then there exists a tree t with

t/b=t3,

d(t)2n, d(t(b4-t4))5-2n, teT(M) but t(b*A4)0(M).

Proof: The existence of t3 and t4 with d(t3)n, d(t4)- is assured

by Lemma 6.6. Also, (t3,t4)01 since (t1,t2)0. Since (t3,t4)4R then

q3(T(M))0.1t4(T(M)). Thus, there exists teT(M), t/b=t3 and

t(b÷t4)ST(M) (the proof would be the same if we chose

teDti.:(T(M))-Dt5(T(M))). The same technique as applied in Lemma 6.5

can be used here to shrink all paths, other than the one containing
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b, to a length less than or equal to n. This new tree also has the

properties t'a(M),t7b=t3,t"(b4-t4)0(M). The path from the root to

node b may also be compacted by eliminating all duplicate states.

The process just described yields a new tree t" with the

properties t " /b' =t3, tucT(M) and tu(b"4-t4)0(M). Since the length of

the path from the root to b' is less than or equal to n and

d(t3)n, d(t4)n then d(tu)2n and d(tu(b"÷t4))-c2n.

Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 imply that it is sufficient, when

minimizing, to consider first order derivatives of trees in T(M) of

depth 5.2n.

Algorithm 6.1 Minimization of Tree Automata Using
First Order Derivatives

Let M=(Q,f,q1,F) and Q={q1,q2,...,qn}

Step 1: Generate S
n
={t: d(t)n,tcT(M)1

Step 2: Generate S2n=ft: d(t)2n,tET(M))

Step 3: Let F={t.. t. is a subtree of some tree in S
n
and

z
t .

(0)=q.}

(Recall zt is the state tree associated with t. zt(b) is

the state at node b of z
t.

There may not be a subtree in F

for certain states).

Step 4: For i4-1 Step 1 Until IF1 Do gEil÷i;

Step 5: For i*-2 Step 1 Until IF1 Do

Begin new-True; j÷1;

While new=True and j<i Do

If D1.1. (S2 ) =D1 (S2) or
I I 6 I



E(tED.1t(S2n)-0.1t(S n) and t/b=$

J 1

imply d(t(b4-ti))>2n)) and

teDL(S2n" )=DL(S2n) and t/b=$

3

imply d(t(b4-tp>2n)]

Then

Begin new-False; qi]*.j End

Else j+j+1

End
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The result of Algorithm 6.1 is the vector q where q[i]=j

precisely when states i and j of M are indistinguishable. Theorem 6.7

is applied in Step 5 when the check is made for Dt (S2n)=Dt (S2n) or
1 J

the only difference in the first order derivatives is the result of

the limitation of the depths of trees in S2n to 2n.

Example 6.9 is provided to help clarify the operation of

Algorithm 6.1.

Example 6.9

W(Q,f,q1,{A}) Q={A,B,C,E}

f: qb(c11)=C
qb(A,A)=C qb(B,B)=A

qb(C,C)=B qb(E,E)=B qb(E,A)=E

Let t= b S
n
=S4={0

b bb

b/Xb 6/\b



S
2n
=S8=ft, b b ,

r
,/'°"\\

b b b/X /X /\ 7'X
b b b b b b b b/\ /X

t t t t

b b\b
/*\bbbbb bb b

t t t t

b ,...}

b b

b\4b b b

tttt
The state tree for tES

n
is A

B B

/***-\.
C C C

F={b,

4t(0)=A

b b b

N, N
b bb b

} with zb(0)=C, zb (0)=B and

b/N
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Note that there is no subtree taken from Sy with root state

of E. This eliminates state E from further consideration (E is a

state that indicates indefinite recursion, so it is correctly elim-

inated).

q2*-2(B), q34-3(A)



Db l(S DI
b

(S )
2n 2n

/#\
b

t= EDI ()) n 2n

b $

b b

qi and q2 do not change.

t= b

b b b
,/'\\

$ b

b b b b

b

but lt(24-b)I<2n so

Db

b b b b

2n)

ED
b (S2n

)-Db(S2n) but

b

ribb b b
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It(11.14-b)1<2n so qi and q3 do not change.

Also, tED
b

(S
2n

)-D (S but It(1114- b )1<2n
b

Zb N b b
b

b b b b

so q2 and q3 do not change.

The states 1(C), 2(8) and 3(A) are not merged since q, =1,

q2=2, q3=3. The result is

W=(Q",f",q1,{A})

qb(c11)=C V={A,B,C}

qb(A,A)=C qb(B,B)=A qb(C,C)=B

The power of Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 is fully realized in

Theorem 6.8
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Theorem 6.8

Suppose n, S
n

and Stn, as described above, are given. n is any upper

bound on the number of states. Then an algorithm exists for identify-

ing a minimal version of the tree automaton with the characteristics

n, Sn and Stn.

Proof: Note that it is only necessary to change step 3 of Algorithm

6.1 to obtain the desired result.

Step 3: Let F.-{ti: ti is a subtree of some tree in Sri}

We conclude this section by observing that the ideas of

Brzozowski [137 are also true when specializing tree derivatives to

sets of linear trees, trees where each node has at most one descendent.

In this case, Dt(S)=D1(S) for S a linear set since t appears at most

once in any tree of S.

Brzozowski used derivatives for minimizing finite-state

machines. Our minimization procedure for tree automata proceeds in

the same fashion as Brzozowski's procedure when restricted to sets of

linear trees.
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6.4 Inference of Tree Automata Using Tree Derivatives

In the previous chapter we dealt with an interactive inference

system that employed a human teacher to respond to questions posed by

the system. In this section we will develop several interactive tech-

niques that are employed when inferring tree automata. In all cases a

positive sample of trees S+=iti,t2,...,t 1 is given. Each automaton

inferred will accept all of the trees in S+ and perhaps more depending

on the characteristics (inductive information) contained in the sample.

6.4.1 Current Results on the Inference of Tree Automata

In their survey of inference techniques [10] Fu and Booth

summarized two methods, one by Bhargava and Fu and the other by

Gonzalez and Thomason. They also presented their own extension to

those results. The first method essentially locates repetitive sub-

structures of depth 1 contained within trees and creates states (gram-

matical variables) to recognize them. Example 6.10 is drawn from their

article and illustrates their technique.

Example 6.10

S+=fui= g , u2= g , u3= g , u4=

a b a b
//'\

a,
/\

b b

^a b i"a b b

a b a b

(\b a b

This method scans S+jor repeated substructures of depth one.

ul, u2, u3 and u4 are grouped as follows.



U2=

where t1=

i b

t3=

a b

U1+=
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The inferred automaton is

f (T2,T3)=Ti f
a
(T2,T3)=T2 f (T2,T3)=T3

f
a
=T2 f

b
=T3

with T1 the final state.

This automaton accepts the set of all two-branch trees with

'a' on the left branch and 'b' on the right branch. Note that if a

single tree in S+ contains repetitive substructures then a state would

be created to recursively accept the substructures. The result of

this algorithm is a concise description of the given positive sample.

The second method they described extends the first method as

follows. The first method only considered substructures of depth 1.

This method is given a depth parameter of k and then locates substruc-

tures of depth at most k.

Example 6.11

S + ={ g , g , g , g
9

bb bbbb b b b b

/\ /\ /\
b b bbb/\bb/\ba"b a b

/N
b

/\
a b



With k=2 repetitive substructures are b, b and

b b a b

(\b

The inferred machine is

f (8,8)=S f
b
(B,B)=8 fb(A,C)=B

f
b
(A,B)=C f =B f

a
=A

6.4.2 Motivations for Inference
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The processes that will be studied form either derivatives or

powers of derivatives of S+, respectively Dt(S+) or Dit(S+) for various

settings of j. In either case derivatives are taken with respect to

different trees (t.1 ,t.) and comparisons are made between the resulting

sets to determine if ti and tj are related.

Since S+ is a finite sample, all of the properties of related

trees may not be observed in S+. The inference processes that will be

described will attempt to infer (relate two trees) if some of the

properties of related trees hold for the trees in S+ (i.e. if M is

the target TA and t1Rt2 then qi(T(M))=q2(T(M)). However we may have

D.itl(S+)0.1t2(S+) and DI (S +)nD' (S+)#Q).
1 t 2

We will draw from three results of the previous section for

the basic inference techniques.

P1: The first result is found in Lemma 6.1. If t1 and t2 are related

then for each tree t that is accepted and contains a tree(s) in T1 as

subtree(s) at bi,...,bk then for each subset C of B={b1,...,bk}

t"=t(cIA-t1)(c24-t1)...(9-ti), where cia, is accepted. This suggests

the technique of making an inference when D
ti

(S+)nD
t2

(S+)#0.
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P2: The second result that is sometimes useful was discussed as

Corollary 6.5. If t1 and t2 are related then D
ti t

(T(M))=Dj
2
(T(M)) for

1j. Again, the restriction of S+ to a (proper) subset of T(M) forces

us to consider the cases Dj
/ t
(S+)=Dj

2 t
(S+) or D

/ t
(S+)nDj

2
(S+)n for some

t

j. Techniques based on Corollary 6.5 are said to possess property 2

(P2)

P3: The final result is based on Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.7, which

suggest that all of the information necessary to characterize a tree

automaton can be found in a set of subtrees all of depth at most the

number of states in the automaton. This property will be denoted by

P3.

In the remaining subsections we will demonstrate that by

making appropriate modifications to the three properties one can obtain

reasonable inference techniques similar to human techniques. In all

cases negative information can be used to deny the relationship of

trees ((t1,t2)40. Working under the initial assumption that no pair

of distinct subtrees are related, the inference techniques attempt to

infer relations between trees in the same class. The automaton that

realizes this behaviour (i.e. recognizes only the set S+) is the can-

onical derived tree automaton.

Definition 6.8

Given a positive sample S+ the canonical derived tree automaton for S+

is defined as M
c
--(C)

c'
fc

'

s
°'

F
c
) where

Qc={ti: ti is a (not necessarily proper) subtree of a tree in S+}
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Clf

a )=t- if t. = 7\
t i p ...

f
c

a
(s0)=a if aeQ

c

F
c
=ft.: t.eS+1

Each state in Qc describes the subtree that it can recognize. Thus

S+=T(M
c
).

The inference method described in Chapter 3 assumed the use of

a teacher to help guide it when attempting to merge states in Mc. The

teacher must give information concerning trees not in the (structurally

complete) sample given. The methods described in this chapter do not

rely on a teacher. An attempt is made to extract as much information

as possible from the given sample and then make assumptions about trees

not in the sample. In both cases inference techniques are applied to

merge states in M.

6.4.3 An Extension of Finite-State Results

Biermann and Feldman [7] described an inference technique for

finite-state machines given samples (strings in S+ and S- where S- is

a set of strings not accepted by the target machine) of their behav-

iour. They take string derivatives and equate two strings if deriva-

tives of the sample with respect to the strings were identical for all

derived strings up to a given length k. k could be adjusted from the

length of the longest string in the sample (an exact realization of

the sample) down to 0 (accept everything). Properties P1 and P3 are

an extension of this result to the inference of tree automata as

follows.
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Definition 6.9

Let A and B be two sets of trees. A and B are k-equivalent (A4) iff

tEA,Et]5k implies teB and

tEB,Eti5k implies teA.

Lti is defined as a]=0 and

Lt]=depth(t)+1 if t#$. Et] is used instead of depth(t) to differen-

tiate between {$} and {a} for an.

Definition 6.9 states that two sets of trees are k-equivalent precise-

ly when all trees of modified depth less than or equal to k in one are

in the other.

Example 6.12

A={ a, a , $} B ={ a , , aA
b $ b d
A b"$ bb b

"c
"
$ d $

//\ //s\

d $ d

AlB AgB Not(AgB)

Note that if A=B then a=i B for 05j5k and if Not(A=B) then Not(A1B)

for k5j.

Technique I.1

Suppose S+ is a positive sample. Let denote . and t. as
t.

k-related. Then define t1,R2 iff D t1(S+)=Dt2(S+), unless

DOS+)=DOS+1={$} then tiFtj. If tiRtj for ti,tjES+ is allowed
i

uj

then there would always be one final state.

Note that in I.1 the tightness of fit is determined by



settings of k. When k is high the resulting machine closely

approximates Mc. When k is low (near 0) the fit is very loose. The

samples in Examples 6.13 and 6.14 are the same as Examples 6.10 and

6.11.

Example 6.13

S+={ g , g , g

a
A

b a
A

b
A Aabab

a
A

b a
A

b a
A

b

aAb dAb

a b dAb

ti=a, t2=b,

ts=

a
A

b a^b a b a b aAb
a b di \b d/(\b

a b i\b
t1o= til=

a b

a b

g

bA
a b

a b

a b

t12= 9

a bA
a bA

a b

al\b
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D
ti

(S+)=i g , g

,A /.\)ab
/.\
$ b a b

a
Ab

$ b

,

a b

Dt2(s+)={ g , g

/\
a $ a $

a $

SAS

D,
3
(S+)={ g , g }, D,

6

$
/\

b a

Ab
$ b

D
5

)={ g }, 6(S+) =I g

$ b at\ b

Dt7

$ b

$ A
$ b

$ b

9

a"b

aAb

a^b

a $

s+)={ g }

a^b

$ b

A
a b

a $

s-F)={ g }, D (S+)={ g }

a b
/\\$

/\
a $

(S+)= (S+)=D (S+)=D,69 6

k

Non-identity
relations

(s+)={$}

Table 6.1

5 4 3

t3Rt5

2

t1Rt3Rt8
t2Rt8
t4R)0t,

1

t1Rt2Rt3Rt4R,
t5Rt6Rt7Rt8

113
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Note the similarity between the result of Fu and Booth

(Example 6.10) and the result of the example when k=2.

Example 6.14

$+=f 9 , 9 , 9

bb b
"bbb

bAb b
Ab bA bb b

ti=b, t2=a, t3= b , t4= b , ts= b

bb bb (,\A

a

t7= g ta= g

b b b bA
b b bb

b b

/*\bbbb

$ $ b/\$ $ b

$ $ $ $

D
2

S )={ 9 }, D

b b

$Ab A
$ b $

A
b

D, (S+)={ g , g , g },

$ b b $ \S

3

9

b b

ab ab
bb bb

, t6= g

b b

bb bb
bb bb

9

A A A A
$ $ $ $ a b a bA /\

a $ a $

S ) { g },

b b

af\$ .4/\$

5
S )={ g }

$ $

Dt6 (S+)=Dt7(S+)=Dt8(S+)=Dt9(S+)=Dtio(S+)={$}
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Non-identity
relations

Table 6.2

2

t1Rt5
t2Rt3

1

t1Rt2Rt3Rt4Rt5
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With k set at 2 in Example 6.14 the identification of b and

b was made.

a b

Fu and Booth's method (Example 6.11) also picked up this information

in their productions B÷ A , C4. A

AC AB
RA) and A--a. Note that a and b were identified for k=2 with

a b

D
a
(S+)1.D

b

1.1 proceeds from leaves of trees toward the root while their

method goes in the opposite direction. Their method seems to perform

better than I.1. However we will give a slight modification of 1.1

that will perform at least as well as Fu and Booth's.

(S

6.4.4 Using Powers of Derivatives

Corollary 6.5 showed that the relation of two trees implies

the equality of all orders of derivatives with respect to those trees.

The specification of the next inference technique is based on that

corollary.
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Definition 6.10

Given a set of trees, S, the k-depth bounded derivative of order m

with respect to t is defined as 4'm(S)=It': t'eDT(S) and

depth(t")k}.

Theorem 6.9

tiRt2 iff Dk'l(T(M))=Ok't2 i(T(M)) for 05k,
ti

Proof: Immediately follows from Corollary 6.5

Theorem 6.9, P2 and P3 motivate the specification of Technique

I .2.

Technique 1.2

Suppose S+ is a positive sample of'trees.

1Rt2 iff Dtk (S+)nDt2
,m WO(S+ for some 05k and 1-1 and not

,m

Dk'm(S+)=D1'111(S+)-$1.
t

,(_

Example 6.15

S-1-4 g , g ,

g ' 2

a
"

b a
C\

b
"

b alb
/\

a

a/\b
A

Ab a IA

a b a A
a
A

b a b

0 <_(54, 1 rrK4

01a ,1(S+)=D1,1
a

(s+)={ g }==>aR as

a
/\

b $ b
a b
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D/13,1(S+)=D1,11) (S+)=-{ g }==> bR b

b
aA$ .7\$b

a
a b

/\
b

al\b g\b

Da 1,1(S+)=D1,
a

.---->(S ) { g }aR

/aCb $

/\
b

A
a b

a
A

b
Ab

a b
b

D2,1
a ( S+)={ g }cD2,1(S+)==>aR

b
al b /\la

a

$ b a b
a b

Recall that in Example 6.10 the procedure described by Fu and

Booth [10] obtained only bR b from the sample.

a b

Technique 1.2 forms bR b based on the

b

a b

samples g and g

a b a b

a b

a b

The inference techniques reviewed by Fu and Booth do not seem to be

intimately related with tree grammars (and equivalence classes of

trees) as they attempt to locate repetitive substructures of depth 1
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in the sample and then create variables to generate those

substructures. Therefore the identification of b and b could be

d
/6\

b

misleading. For example, an inference could be made on only one tree

in the sample such as g . The repetitive subpattern b would

aAb a b

gAb

aAb

be identified and a production A- inferred. While their scheme

/1\A

provides a brief description of the sample, it disregards information

that could be gained by considering equivalence classes of trees (com-

paring the forms of two or more trees in the sample).

The basis for bR b was Theorem 6.9 and the two

a b

a A
a b

samples g and g

ar\b a b

it,\A
a b

a b



Example 6.16

S + ={ g, g, g

bb bbb/\b b b

b b bbbbb/\b

bRd/b\ , /b

bba
bb

9

.(\b bb
aAb aAb
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The result obtained in Example 6.11 (from Fu and Booth C10])

is the same as using 1.2 when k=2. Note that settings of k were arbi-

trary, whereas Technique 1.2 makes an approximation based on the data.

6.4.5 A Closer Look at Derivatives

The results of the methods by Biermann and Feldman and 1.1

depend on the settings of the parameter k. A more detailed study of

the reasons for tree identification reveals that 1.1 can be modified

to yield a better' inference technique. The new technique requires

that subtrees can only be related when their derivatives are non-

empty.

Recall Example 6.14 and Table 6.2.

S+=fg,g,g, g , g

A
b/ bbb bbbAbbb b

AbbAbbAbabab
a"b
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ti=b, t2=a, t3= b , t4= , t5= b , t6=

/.\
a A bb

a b

t7= g , t8= g , t9= 9 , t10 9

b/\/\ b
A

b bb b bA A A A A Abb bbbb abab
af\b 7\b

k 4 3 2 1

Non-identity - - t1Rt5 t1Rt2Rt3Rt4Rt5
relations t2Rt3

Consider the following actions performed by I.1.

ACTIONS AND RATIONALE

2 t1 -t5: the similarity between g and

b b

gAb a\b

ab a
A

b

was observed

t2-t3: D,
L2 L

(S+)=D,
3
(S+)=Q.

1 ti-t2-t3-t4-t5: All derivatives have

no trees of modified depth=1.

In Ecample 6.14 it is apparent that the only sound inference

rationale (derived from P1 and P3), in addition to trees in S+, is the

identification of t1 and t5 based on t6 and t10 in the sample set.

The remaining trees were identified by reasons other than the forms of

trees in S+ (e.g. identification of sets of derivatives with no trees

of modified depth equal to 1). Technique 1.3 describes an inference

method that will identify trees ti and tj whenever the rationale for
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identification is based on forms of trees in S+ and not when the two

derivative sets have no trees of modified depth k.

Technique 1.3

Let n= Max depth(ti) and ttl,...,t
m'

t. is a subtree of a tree in S +}
t.ES+

t.Rt.
j

iff there exists such that D
t

(S+)=D
t

(S+) and D
t

(S+)

contains a tree of depth less than or equal to k ({$} =D+.(S+)=D,.. ((S +)
,1

implies tiPtj).

When 1.3 is applied to the sample given in Example 6.14 the

only relation found is tiRts or bR b

/\b

a b

This is due to the fact that Dt1(S+)3Dt5(S+) and g cDti(S +).

$/\$

Recall Example 6.13 and Table 6.1

S += g g 9 ,

a"b aAb a'"b gAb

a b a b aAb

aAb gt\

4Ab dr\b

ti=a, t2=b, t3= tti= t5= as ,

b

a b

a b



a b a b a b
A

a
A

bA
a b

a/\b

t1o= g , t11= 9 , t12= 9

a
A

b a b aA A A
a b ab a A

a
A

b a bA A
a b a

k 5

Non-identity
relations

3

t3Rt5

2 1

t1llt3Rt5 tIRt2Rt3R+,,

t2Rt8 t4Rt5Rt6R-7

t4Rt6Rt, t7Rt3
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The application of 1.3 to this sample yields t3Rt5, t1Rt3 and

t2Rt8. This result is the same as that given in Example 6.10, from Fu

and Booth [10], with the exception that their method also had t2Rt6

Again, their result was based on the identification of internally

located repetitive substructures. Whereas 1.3 performs inference

based on at least two samples in S+, their method will perform infer-

ence on possibly one sample item. This implies that their method

would simplify the description of the sample (via a grammar with a

minimal number of productions) at the cost of providing a loose fit

for the entire language to be learned. However, the emphasis of 1.3

(and the other techniques mentioned in this paper) is on providing a

reasonable generalization of the sample based on the comparative forms

of several trees in the sample.
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6.4.6 Repeated Passes

Suppose 1.2 has been applied to yield

t1Rt2. Furthermore, assume there exists

t, t3 and t4 such that teDk't3 m(S+),

t /b =t1, t(b÷t2)cD14(.'m(S+) and D14(.'m(S4-)4m(S-0=0. Since 1.2 has
L3 L4

inferred tiRt2then t(b. -t1) is (assumed) not included in 4:m(S+) due

to the (small) finite restriction on S+. Thus, t(b÷ti) should be in

DI4(.'64 m(S+) and D'3
4

m(S+)nDk'm(S+)#0 so t3Rt4. The identification of t1
L t

and t2 effectively enlarges S+ to include all trees with ti occurrences

replaced with t2 occurrences and vice versa. This suggests a method

that extends 1.2 as follows.

Technique 1.4

Apply 1.2. Suppose tm(S+)nq4m(S+)=0 and t1Rt2 by 1.2. If the use

of t1Rt2 yields DI.,(.'3m(S+)nD14(.'4m(S+)#O then identify t3 and t4. Repeat
L 1.

the use of related trees to determine new trees related until no new

relations are determined.

It is necessary to give a precise method for using R (the

non-reflexive relations currently determined) to infer new relations.

Recall that when R is nonempty we are actually considering an enlarged

positive sample, referred to by R(S+). The items in R(S+) are deter-

mined from S+ and a finite number of applications of relations found

in R (i.e. a finite number of tree substitutions determined by R. If

t.Rt.J thentheinstancesoft.1 canbereplacedby.tj ).

Our original concern (on the first pass) was in finding
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k,
elements of D

t3

m
(S+) that were also in Dk

t4
(S+). On a repeated pass

we are attempting to determine if elements of D
k,m

(S+ with $-nodes
t3

replaed by t4 are in R(S+) or elements of Dt'm(S+) with $-nodes by t3

are in R(S+). Thus, we are attempting to determine if the forms

yielded by the original derivatives are the same (whether derivatives

are taken with respect to t3 or t4) when R is applied.

This problem may be couched in terms of tree generating

systems in the following manner.

Definition 6.11

The regular tree grammar GR=(V,r,P,S) based on R is defined as

V: the labels in trees found in S+

r: determined by S+

P: {(ti,t2): (ti,t2)a}

Note that (ti,t2)611 implies (t2,ti)a.

S: S+

Since T(GR)=R(S ) the emptiness question

(4:m(S+)nDk'm(S+)=0 ) is equivalent to the question "Can GR generate
t4

a tree t where t'sDk't3 m(S+) and t is the same as t' with $-nodes

k,m
replaced by t4 or can. GR generate a tree t where t"cDt4 (S+) and t is

the same, as V' with $ -nodes replaced by t3?" We are assured that this

question can be effectively answered by the following theorem.

Theorem 6.10

The emptiness problem of Dt; S+)n4'm using R is effectively
k,

decidable.
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Proof: G
R can be converted into an expansive tree grammar. Then t3

can be substituted for $-nodes of Dk'm(S+) obtaining D14.'m(S+)t3. Thefy

expansive form of GR can be used to (effectively) determine if it can

generate any tree in Dk t:
m
(S+)

t
3, Likewise, GR and Dt3

k,m
(S+)

ty
can be

used in a checking process. If any trees can be generated then

Dk'm (S+) D14(_'m(S+)#0.
t3 LI+

It is critical to note that derivatives are not taken over

(and the emptiness question does not deal with) the complete expanded

sample R(S+) but are taken over Si-. Since trees in S+ were originally

presented by the user, we restrict our interest in the derivative sets

to trees of forms similar to Dk
t'

m
(S+) rather than D

k

t'

m
(R(S+)).

.
.

Example 6.17 demonstrates the application of 1.4.

Example 6.17

S+={ a , a as , a }b A
d/

///N.,
b e d d e bA /\ A AA Acc c c c c e e c c e e

1 1 I 1

c c c c

t1 =b, t2=c, t3= d , t4= e , t =e, t8= d

1 /\
c e e

t7= b , t8= a , t10- a tli= a

7.N(\el b )1\ d d e bACC c/ A
? cceA

I I I

c c c c
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A AA1.3 1,4

b $ cccc
q: 1(S+)nD2'1(S+)=0. D2 "(S +) ={

a
}

t7 t6 A
d $

CC
Since t3R.t4 then and a

d/
/ate

b e .

A eA A A
11

CM
C C C C

can be generated by

GR.

Therefore D2'1(S+)nD2)1(S+)#0,
t6 t7

The same notion of repeated scans through the derived tree

sets can be applied to 1.3 to obtain 1.5.

Technique 1.5

k
Apply 1.3. Suppose Dt (S )tDt4(S+) but the use of t1Rt2 from 1.3

yields D,
3 (
(S+)=D

4
(S+) and there exists teD

t3
(S+) with Etilc. Then

1.

the same reasoning as given for 1.4 is applied to give t3Rt4.

The sample from Example 6.17 is applied to demonstrate an

application of 1.5.

Example 6.18

a
/ate

a

(\d d e

//N.,
bA A A A A Acc cccceeccee



t1 =b, t2=a,

t7= b , t8= aA A
I

c A_
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t4= e , t5=e, t6=

c c e
A

e

I I

C c

t9= a , t1o= a , t11= a
/I\

7\

d d

/ CAc e
/C\

\cc c c c ee
I I

c c c c

D,
3
(S+A6D,

4
(S+)=.1>t3Rt4.

L

LE, A L7

d $ e $A
C C C C

Since G
R

generates a and a

dd b

C/t\C 4/6\
A

e `e

I I
c c

, Dt6
S )= Si")

7

and t6Rt7.

We will briefly digress to note an important property of the

techniques using derivatives. Consider the use of the techniques in

an environment where S+ is initially presented. Then each relation

found effectively adds new trees in the target language to S+. The

techniques are then applied over the enlarged sample. Since the orig-

inal derivatives have been computed we need only compute derivatives

that involve trees (subtrees) that have been added. This feature,

referred to by Crespi-Reghizzi C15] as incremental expansion, is very

desirable for inference systems.
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6.5 Inference of Finite-State Machines Using Tree Derivatives

The inference of tree automata when all trees are linear (all

nodes have either 0 or 1 successor) reduces to the case of identifying

a finite-state machine. In this section we will compare the inference

of finite-state machines using tree derivatives with the inference

method given by Biermann and Feldman [7] and by Evans [19].

If S+ is a set of linear trees then Dj(S+)=0 for j>1.

Therefore the only non-empty powers of derivatives occur when j=1

(D1(S+)). In this special case the first order and total derivatives

are identical. Thus, the only difference between 1.4 and 1.5 is in

1.4 D
t
I(S+)nD,

L2
(S+)#0 implies t1Rt2 and in 1.5 D

ti
(S+)D

t2
(S+)

implies t1Rt2. Since Dt1(S+)nDt2(S+)#0 is a loose requirement we will

only consider the application of 1.5 for the inference of linear trees.

Example 6.19 is drawn from Fu and Booth C10]. The inference

performed by 1.5 is the same as their result when k=2 (the 2-tail

machine).

Example 6.19

S+={01,100,111,0010}

Do(S+)={$1,$010}, Doo(S+)={$10}, Doo1(S+)={$0}

D1(S+)={$00,$11}, D1o(S-0={$0), 011(S +) ={$1}

Dol(S+)=D1oo(S+)=DIII(S+)=D0010(S+)=I$)

OR111, 001R110. T(M) represented as a finite-state machine is:
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Evans 119] defines a system that inputs a sample set and a

series of predicates. The predicates are applied to the sample to

extract as much information as possible in terms of the predicates.

The result is a series of productions and grammars determined by the

predicates. Evans demonstrated the power of his method by applying it

to the inference of a finite-state grammar given the sample and predi-

cate ADJ. ADJ is defined as

(True if substring x is immediate left-adjacent to

ADJLx:y3=) the substring y

(False otherwise

1.5 obtains the same result as an application of Evans' method,

but with much less effort.

Example 6.20 (from Evans C197)

S+={ caaab ,bbaab,caab,bbab,cab,bbb,cb}

Db(S +)= {$baab,$bab,$bb }, Dbb(S +)= f$aab,$ab,$b}

)={$ab'Sb"
Dbbaa(S+)=1$1)1'Dbba(S+

D (S+)={$aaab,$aab,$ab,$b}, D
ca (S+).{$aab,$ab,$b},

Dcaa(S +) = {$ab,$b }, D
caaa (S+)=1$b),

Dcaaab( S+)=Dbbaab(S+)=Dcaab(S+)=Dbbab(S+)=Dcab(S+)'Dbbb(S+)=DC

bbR'bba, bbaR'bbaa, bbaaR'c, cRica, caR'caa, caaR'caaa

The finite-state grammar is

A
S-Hpbalca A÷aAlb

a
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This is the same result as Evans'.

The derivatives computed by 1.5 differ from those used by

Biermann and Feldman. Their definition, as well as the one defined by

Brzozowski L137, yield the remainder of strings. The derivatives com-

puted in 1.5 yield the remainder of strings and the $ attaching points.

Therefore 1.5 cannot identify the set S+ (Ds(S+)=S+) with any other

string while their method can make that identification.

This leads to the consideration of a new type derivative 1d which

removes $ nodes.

Definition 6.12

Let t/b1=t1,...,t/bm=t1 where t /b =t1 implies b=b1 or b=b2 or ... =bm.

ld
ti

(t) is defined as

(x,a)ct, b.$x for x=a1.a2...a
n'

and

a':=a.-k if b.
J 1

=al.a2...a.
-1

.ci,b
1J2 al.a2...a. -1

.c2,...,b. =

a1.a2...ai_i.ck and ci<ai,...,ck<ai}.

Id
ti

(0 eliminates all t1 subtrees and the edges leading to those

subtrees from t (and does not insert $ nodes).

Example 6.21

Id (

b c

I

b d d

Definition 6.13

Let S={ti,...,tn}.



IDt(S)=01 idt(ti)

If tlPt whenever ID
t1(S+)=1Dt2(S
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and S+ is a set of linear

trees then Technique I.I is the same as Biermann and Feldman'

Theorem 6.11

Suppose T(M) is a set of linear trees. Then Ipt1(T(M))=IDt2(T(M)) iff

Proof: Let t1Rt2 and tElDti(T(M)). If t is included because t'eT(M)

and C/b=t1 then t"(b÷t2)ET(M). Thus, t= idt2EC(b÷t2)jcipt2(T(M))-

Assume IDti(T(M) )=1Dt2(T(M)) and

t1At2. Then there exists teT(M) with

t/b=t1 and t(b*-t1)$T(M). But idti(t)e D (T(M)) so

Idt1(t)EIDt2(T(M)). Therefore

idt2(t(b+-t2)) must be in IDt2(T(M)) and

t(bl- t2)ET(M) so t1Rt2

It is not true, in general, that ipti(T(M))=

ipt2
(T(M)) iff t1Rt2 as seen in Example 6.22 below.

Example 6.22

T(M)=.(Q,f,s0,F)

fb(s°)=A1
fa(s0)=A2

f
c
(s0)=A4 f

a
(A4)=A3

fd(s0)=A6 f
a
(A1,A6)=A6

f
a
(A4,A6)=A6 %(A6)=A

f
a
(A1,A2)=A f

a
(A3)=A
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Q.{A,A1,A2,A3,A4,A6}

F = {A}

A
b a a a a

I Ac db d

1Db(T(M))=Ipc(T(M)), but bgc.

The $ nodes indicate where the subtrees are attached. Thus the

retention of $ nodes in the Dt sets allow these sets to be of greater

value than the use of IDt (which also discards stratification informa-

tion).

A weakness of string derivative schemes as well as 1.5 applied

to linear trees is when the discerning characteristics are located at

the end of the string. Hence the methods will not make the identifica-

tion. Example 6.23 illustrates this case.

Example 6.23

S+={abb,abc,abd}

D
a
(S+)={$bb,$bc,$bd}, D

a
(S+)=-{$b,$c,$d}

D
abb

(S+)=D
abc

(S+)=D
abd

(S+).{$}

Note that the method's do not recognize that all strings in S+

end with 'b', 'c' or 'd' (abbgabc, abbgabd, abckabd).
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This section is concluded by noting the following results.

A) Strings may be considered as linear trees with the translation of

ala2.. .a
n

to an

a2

al

B) 1.4 and 1.5 applied to linear trees perform the same as Biermann

and Feldman's and Evans method applied to strings.
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6.6 A Generalized Inference Technique

Inductive information is strong when an inference is reinforced

by a high percentage of the members of a set involved in the process.

The techniques discussed in sections 6.1 through 6.5 do not depend on

the strength of inductive information contained in the samples. Defi-

/-
nition 6.13 gives a precise meaning to the concept of inferential

strength. D is used to denote either D
k

'

m
or Dt as indicated by con-

text.

Inferential strength will be defined in terms of N(Dt,u,R)

which denotes the set of trees in D
t

'

m
or D

t
that can be generated by

G
R
when $ nodes are replaced by u. Technique 1.4 used

N(4'm,u,r) U N(Itm,t,R)A to infer relations. If

N(Dt(S+),u,R) U N(Du(S+),t,R) contains at least one tree of depth at

most k and Dt(S+)-N(Dt(S+),u,R)t Du(S+)-N(Du(S+),t,R)=0 then

Technique 1.5 yields tRu.

Definition 6.14

Let ti and t. be related by either 1.4 or 1.5 via information contained

in the sets D '

m
(S+) and D '

m
(S+) or D

t
(S+) and D

tj
(S+). The strength

t. t
1 J i

of inductive information by method I (for 1=1.4 or I=I.5) relating

t. and t.
J

contained in S+ is defined as:
1

Stren(I,WLIN(DOS+),t4,R°)1+1N(Dt(S+),ti,R°)1 if ti and tj are
J

Ipt.(S+)1+1DOS+)1

identified on the first pass of I and R° is the identity (purely

reflexive) relation.
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Stren(I,m+1)ii=minEmin(Stren(I,m)k1),
1

)I+IN(D
61

3

S), ,
m),

IDOS+)1+IDOS+)1
1 J

where k and 1 range over all related tree pairs that allow t.Rmt.j . Rm

is the set of relations determined by the first m passes. Intuitively,

Stren (I,k)l'i indicates the relative number of trees in the deriva-

tive sets
t

and D
t.

that are reducible when t
j
(t ) is substituted

for $ nodes.

Example 6.24

Recall Example 6.18.

43

b $ A
t4

b $

a

$ b

el

c c

R°={(ti,t1),...,(ti ,t11)}, N (D4t3
4"

(S ),t4,R°)=N (D" (S ),t ,R°)={ a }.
1+

b $

Therefore Stren(I.4,1)3'4=2/4=1/2. R1=R° U {(t3,t4)}

t746

d $ e $

c c c c

N(Dz,61(s+),t7,R1).q6 1(s+), S+)

Stren(I.4,1)6'7=minEmin(1/2),2/27 =1.2.

By the specification of Definition 6.11 we find that the

strength of an inference made on a repeated pass is at most as strong

as the weakest basis for that inference.
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The strength of any inference is bounded as 05.Stren(I,m)
i

' 3

Inductive information is strong (near 1) when nearly all of the members

of the derivative sets are involved in the inference. A weak inference

may still be correct but not strongly supported by S+.

The overall strength of an inference method is given by

Definition 6.1

Definition 6.15

The strength of inference method I is defined as:

Stren(I)=mip(Stren(I,m)i'i) for t.Rmt..
1,3 1

1.4 and 1.5 used non-empty intersections to determine

relations. In 1.6 the non-empty intersections must also satisfy the

strength criteria for determining relations.

Technique 1.6

INPUT: S+(the sample tree set)

Stren(the strength parameter)

1. Apply 1.4 on S+ using Stren.

2. Apply 1.5 on S+ using Stren.

3. Repeat steps 1. and 2. until no new relations are found.

OUTPUT: R (the set of relations determined by I.6--this could be

output as a tree automaton if desired).

Example 6.25

S+={ a , a a a }

7\b (\b (\b 6/'/Nb

'b
/\

a b b a ba b
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Derivatives are taken with respect to:

a, b, a and b . aR a , bR b

/\b dAb g/6\13 SAb

T(M)={all binary trees where left descendants are labelled 'a', right

descendants 'b' and roots labelled 'a'}

Note that the strengths are computed as follows for Dt(S+):

D,a (S+)={ a , a ,A A a

$ b $ b a b a b

/\ A$b $b $b$A
b

D
a

(S+)={ $,

aAb

a

A
$
A

$b b

a b

IN(Da-(S+ , R°)I+IN(D (S+), a, R°)I

a
a b

S+)I
SIDAa ( -01

a b

By symmetry,

IN(Db(S+), b , R°)I IN(D (S+ R°)I

7\13
b

Ipb(S+)1+ID b (S+)I

S b

The relation aR a is supported by Si={

a b

bR is also supported by S1.

},

-3/7

-3/7
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It is important to observe that 1.6 may not converge in the

limit at all times. This may be theoretically displeasing, however,

practically one need not be alarmed. One can see that convergence will

take place (i.e. if t.Rt. is supported then 1.6 will determine t.Rt.
J j'

If titsRt. then it will not be strongly supported, if at all, when the

appropriate structures are adequately represented in the sample). The

important point is that if a structure is represented in the sample

then the strength may be varied to determine that structure.
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CHAPTER 7. AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM
FOR THE INFERENCE OF TREE AUTOMATA

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter several modifications to Technique 1.6 are

introduced. We will change the derivative calculations, minimize the

relational information that need be explicitly retained, eliminate some

derivative set comparisons and deterministically parse trees instead of

attempting to generate them. It will be shown that the modified algor-

ithm, with minimal changes, can be applied for the inference of unor-

dered tree automata. The changes will be introduced in a stepwise

succession of four new algorithms, each shown equivalent to its pre-

decessor. The algorithms are labelled Al, A2, A3, and A4. For consis-
,?15t,,

tency we will denote Technique 1:6 as algorithm AO. The following

notation is used in AO, Al, A2, A3 and A4.

S+: The positive set of sample trees which is input, S+cBT.

Stren: The strength parameter which is input

R.: The set of relations determined by algorithm Ai.

Ri is initially the identity equivalence relation over the set of

subtrees of trees in S+, i.e. tjRitk iff j=k. Space and time are

efficiently used by initially representing Ri as empty and when

tj R.t
k

is determined then that fact is noted.

Ri(S+): The set of trees generated by GR=(Vi,r,Pi,Si

with S°=S+ and P defined from R..

The sample in Figure 7.1 will be used throughout this chapter

to help clearly demonstrate the modifications as they are introduced.



S+= a , a , a

,7'Ncacaca
ar\c a

//'\cac

a

a
A

c

a c

a c

/A\
a cA

a c

a c

Figure 7.1

a

A Aac ac
a c

Tree Sample
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At each step it is assumed that all aspects of the preceding

algorithm remain the same except those involved with the modification.

Thus, if the storage of Ri is affected then the only changes introduced

by Ai are those that involve the use of Ri (e.g. GD.
"1
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7.2 Al: Changes to the Relation Set and G

The relation set is changed as follows. If T=fti,...,tnl is an

explicitly specified equivalence class then choose a member (not neces-

sarily unique) of that class with minimum depth as its representative.

Dothesameforallclasses.Ift.Etand t .is a subtree of t. where

t.ET".
j 1.

then substitute t: for all occurrences of t. in t. Repeat this
J

process until no further substitutions are possible. If this process

results in a merging of two classes (e.g. if R={a, a ;c, c , aAA
a ca bac

A
a b

then a is reduced to a which is in a so iand Tare merged)

aAc a
A

c

aAb

then the new class representative is chosen as before and substitutions

are made again. Repeat the class merging and substitution process

until no more changes are possible. This results in an RI set of mini-

mum depth and an elimination of redundant information.



Example 7.1 (Refer to Figure 7.1)

Assume cRI c , cRl A . c ={ c, , c

a c a c
A
a c

a c a
A

c

A A
c aa c

c ET so C=1 c, c , c c, c , c }

a
A

c aAc aAc ac Ac
a c

={ c, c }

a c

1C1 decreases from 3 to 2 since

axiom c and the relation

cRI c .

a
A

c

can be generated from the
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The fact that cRI c was determined would be noted so the

a
/I\

c

a' c

a
A

c

existence of that relation will not be checked again.

Suppose uiRou2. It is evident that there exists u3 and u4

with the following properties:

A) u 3R1U

8) There exists to,ti,... with
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u3=to, ul=tm and ti+1 is obtained from ti for 05.i<m via a substitution

based on R1.

C) There exists so,s2,...sn with

u4=so, u2=s
n
and s

i+1
is obtained from Si for 05.i<n via a substitution

based on R1.

Similarly, given uiRiu2 we can obtain

u3Rou4 where u3 derives ul via Ro and

u4 derives u2 via Ro. Thus, RI(S+)=Ro(S+). Therefore, the modifica-

tion of Ro to R1 does not alter the result of Technique 1.6.

An important fact that will be used later is the following:

If u
i /..j

then each subtree of u.(u.j ) is an equivalence class repre-

sentative.

The second change we introduce is the reduction of S+ in

G
Ro
=(V°,r,P°,S+).

G
RI

=(V1,r
'
PI,S1) where:

VI: V°

PI: the productions determined from RI

S1: S+ reduced as much as possible using R. The reduction process

(similar to the method of producing R1 from Ro) consists of replacing

subtrees of trees in S+ with their class representatives given by R1.

Example 7.2

Using Tfrom Example 7.1 S+ changes to
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a ,

A
A

a c

as a

a
/ \

c a
NNc

ac ac ac

a , as , a

aAc a^c aVNc
aAc aAc aAc

Aa c

as , } a , a }=SI

a c a/ c a c a c

ac a c a c

Clearly RI(S+)=RI(S') so T(GR1)=T(GR0). Thus, the modifications to

Ro and S+ have the effect of simplifying the grammar used for deter-

mining relations (the production set and axiom set are simplified).
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7.3 A2: Elimination of Grammatical Productions

G
RI

is modified to Gn
n2

=(V2,r,P2,S2) where

R2: R1

V2: V1

S2: SI

P2: {ti }t: teT -{ti} and t
i
for 15.in are the class representatives

as determined by A1}

t1÷t2EP2 implies the depth of t2?.depth of t1 since t1 is the class

representative.

Let to==>*tn by GRi. Suppose ti==>ti+1 is the first step that

uses a production that does not contain a class representative on the

left-hand side.

Pl where ti ./b=u,

If ti(b4-0=ti+1 then the production u-pt must be in

depth(u)?.depth(t) and fu,t1E.V for the class repre-

sentative v (of minimum depth).

The only way the subtree u could have been introduced in the

derivation process is by the production v-411. This follows from the

assumption that ti==>ti+1 is the first step using a production without

a class representative on the left-hand side and the fact that all

trees in R2 only have class representatives as subtrees. Therefore it

follows that v was introduced at some stage j (ti==1>tif1, j<i) and

was used at stage k where j<k<i. Furthermore, node b is not

involved in the derivation t
k

*t.. This implies that v÷t could

have been used to obtain tk==>t10.1 where tk/b=v and tici.,/b=t. Then

the derivation tk
+1 ==.*t: is valid using the same productions as

t *ti (since none involve node b). Finally, we note that

ti=ti+1
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This process can be repeated to arrive at a derivation

to==>*tn using only productions from P2. Thus, T(GR2)=T(GR1) and

A2 =A1.
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7.4 A3: Deterministic Parsing

In the previous section the production set was modified to

exclusively include length non-decreasing productions. This action

prepared the grammar to be easily converted into an expansive tree

grammar Gn
3 R
where T(Gn

3 n
)=T(Gn

2
) (R3=R2). It is straightforward toR

form a tree automaton M3 from GR3 such that T(M3)=T(GR3).

P2 is invertible (i.e. t1÷t2EP and t3 q402 imply t2#t4) so

P3, the production set for Gn
R3'

is invertible. Therefore, M3 is

deterministic. Note that M3 reduces t2 to t1 where G
Ri

generates t2

from t1. The modification that is implemented by A3 is the following.

Whenever it is necessary to decide teT(GR2), A3 uses M3 to (determin-

istically) determine tET(M3). The determinism allows A3 to operate

faster than A2 which attempts to generate (perhaps many) trees to

check teT(G
R2

). Since the tree grammar Gn
R3

=M3 we have the following.

Theorem 7.1

A3 computes the same function as Technique 1.6.

In summary, the differences between A3 and Technique 1.6 are

A) A3 deterministically parses trees rather than attempting to gen-

erate them and B) A3 uses reduced forms for the relations and axiom

sets (S+) explicitly stored.
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7.5 A4: Final Space-Time Efficiency Improvements

In this section improvements to A3 are described. A4 will

calculate derivatives in a specific order (by depth) which will allow

for the elimination of some derivative set comparisons. Also, space

considerations are addressed by the specification of the storage of the

derivative sets. The order of presentation in this section is as fol-

lows. All of the innovations by A4 are introduced via the processing

of the sample given in Figure 7.1. Then A4 is formally specified.

Finally, the proof A4=A3 is presented.

7.5.1 Introduction to the Changes

Recall the sample presented in Figure 7.1:

S+={ a , as , a a

a
"c

a
A

c a a

/ate

a c aAc a^c aAc aAc

a
A

c

a

a

aAc aAc

a
A

c a
A

cA Aac a c

=Iti,t2,t3,t4,t51 (ti is the ith tree input-15.i55).

Let Stren=1/10. S+ is processed using the numbered rules that

follow. Application of rules are noted.

1) t1,...,t5 are ordered according to the relative time each was inpu .
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2) Each tree is examined from left to right and subtrees are scanned

in lexicographic order of depth beginning with depth 0.

3) Unique labels are assigned whenever relations are added to R4.

These labels are drawn from r={A,B,...1.

4) A new tree set denoted STATES+ is maintained to reflect the

reductions made on S+ by M4 (M4 is constructed the same as M3).

Using S+ given above:

R0-0

t1 is examined first (1)

'a' is the first (leftmost in t1) subtree added to R4 since it has

depth 0. (2)

aR4a : A (the label-state of the relation is A) (3)

STATES+=t a , a , a

AAc a/ \c
/ate

AAc AAc ildtAc 1(\c At \t

AAc

a } (4)

A
e \cA c

A c
A
A cA A

A c A

'c' is examined (1),(2)

cR4c : C (3)



STATES+={ a , a
/ate /ate

C a' C a cA A A A AACACACAc ACA
A C

(4)

a/
A
A

c A
A

c

AAc AA

AAC A
AC
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5) The relations in R4 are checked (in any order) in an attempt to

merge (infer) two equivalence classes. If t is a class representative

then t is substituted at all nodes with the same label that belongs to

a subtree in another class. The trees that result from this process

are reduced using M4.

To see if 5= {a} and &-{c} should be merged, 'a' is substituted at nodes

labelled C. (5)

a is 'a' substituted for the C node in ti (5)

a
A

a

a p4(S+).

a
A

'a

It is not possible to substitute 'a' for C nodes nor 'c' for

A nodes and reduce to S+. Thus (a,c)14. There are no remaining

depth 0 nodes in t1,...,t5 so we check depth 1 nodes. (2)

6) Rule 4 is updated as follows. The trees in STATES+ are relabelled

so each "reduced" node has a label of the form A. where:
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A--the current state of the node which is the label of the class

representative used in the reduction. If the class representative

changes then this state changes accordingly.

i--the ith distinct subtree examined in S+.

B" is redefined to include characters from {Ai,Bpai,bi,...} for i?.0.

7) STATES+ is used to locate the next subtree (this updates rule 2).

Recall S+ is a set of trees over BT and STATES+ over (B' U B)T.

Locate the next subtree t of minimum depth in STATES+ that has the form

t(b)eBn and It(b.1),...,t(b.n)}sB'. The subtree that will be used is

(tbi,...,tbn)t(b) where tbi is the class representative with the state

label of t(b.i).

STATES+={ a a a a

VNAl c2 a a c

AAlAI c2 AI c2 AI c I c AI c2

AlAC2

a

Al 'c Al c

AA AI c

AI c2 AAc

} (6)

is the tree of minimum depth, aAI, cc2.

Al C2

a is the subtree selected (7)

a c

a :E (3)

aA c



STATES + ={ E3

A1 C2

r(\
tAl C2

a

Al
A

c

AA

AI
A

c2

AA
,-1 C2

A
Al c

A
A, c

A1 C2

a

A
AlAl c2 Al c C2

AAc2

'a' is substituted at nodes labelled E3 (5)

a cS+ (t results when 'a' is substituted

a c

a is substituted for A1(t1 parses) (5)

a c

da(t2)=d (ti),IN(Da(S+ ), a ,R°I IN(D $R°1=2

a
A

c
aA

a
A

c

at E3)

a (54-)1+ID a (S+)1=8.=,Strength of ail.. =1/4.

a
Ac

a
A

c

Since Stren<1/4 ) is added to R4.

aRif A (3)

a c

The label A denotes a parsing of a

a
A

c
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'a' where 'a' is the

class representative state).. STATES+ changes to reflect aR4 a .

d c



STATES+={ A3 , A4 , as , a ,

A A \ ,'c
AI c2 A3 C2 A3 c aA A

AlA/ c2c2 AI c2 AI c2 AAc I c2

A
Al c2

a

a

All\c ml

A A
AI c Al c

AA A
1,1 C2 A1 C2

}
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Note that the new labels reflect the parse. Two nodes possess

the same parse labels if and only if they are the roots of identical

subtrees (e.g. STATES+ is used to determine t1/0=t2/1=t3/1= ).

a c

R4=i U c ={a, a ; c }.

aAc

8) iR4Tis checked since Thas changed. It is only necessary to

substitute 'a' for states labelled c2 and 'c' for nodes with state A.

a is not substituted for 'c' nodes since it would immediately

c

reduce to 'a'. In general, we check the relation of classes TIR4T2 by

substituting t1 (not other members of Ti) for nodes with the state of

t2 and t2 for nodes with the state of t1. This eliminates some deriv-

ative checking.

Since it is determined that Tand Tare not related a new

subtree is scanned.
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9)Place(t.,t.)inR4andcheawhethert.is related to any other

equivalence class. If TiR4Tsi is determined then other relations

between previously defined classes in R4 are checked. R4 is rechecked

until no new relations can be found.

AA1 C2

is the tree of minimum depth, a-Al, c-c2.

c is the subtree selected.

aAc

(7)

Note that only trees t3, t4 and is are modified in the step.

c : F5 (3)

aAc

STATES+=f A3 , A4 a

A
AI C2 A3 C2 5A

AlAI c2 AI c2 l c2

as

a

a

A A
All\F5 A/1\c2 A1. c AI c

/6\
A1 C2 Al `Fs A1 F5

AA Ar \
1 C2 n1 C2

R4={a, a ;c; c }

aAc aAc
(9)

is checked as follows:

a
1/\

c

a
A

c

is substituted for state A nodes (5)

Al(Da(S+)) and A3(D (S-0)

aAc



'a' is substituted for state F nodes.

F5(D (S+))

A
This process does not yield any successful parses so at this

( 5)

point

iR4 does not hold.A
a c

ay c is checked:

ac
First order derivatives are scanned to help demonstrate

that aspect of the algorithm

Di(S+)=ful,u2,...
'
u
a
1=f a

a $ A
a ,

aAs

/ate
a c a c as

aAc aAs A A "
a c a c a c a$
/\$ a

A
c

a a

"\
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}



a
A

c a a a" 'S

\c aA$ A
a ca c

a c

a a

a"\\N
aAc a c a

Ac
c Ac

a^$
A

a
/.\

$a c a
A

c

aAc
a
Ac

{u1,u3,u4,u10,u11}sN(Dlc(S+), c ,R4 ) U N(D' S ),c,R4 ). The

aAc a c

strength of cR4A using DI(S+) is 5/14. Since Stren<5/14 then

a c

cR4 c

a
A

c

STATES+={ A3 /k
Al

AA4AA
" C2 A3 C2 A3 c5 A7 C5A

AI c2 Al c2 AAl c2 AI
A

c5 AAI c2

AI
A

c2

Al2

A10 i c11

AA Ai c9
A
Al c5 Al" C5

AA AA
"1 C2 n1 C2

R4 = {a, a ;c, c }. all4c is checked:

A a^c

(5)

156
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'a' is substituted for state c nodes

c2(pc(S+)), cs(r) (S+) ),

a c

c9(D S+)) and

a cA
a c

Cli(D
c

A
aAc

a
A

c

'c' is substituted for state A nodes

Al(Da(S+)), A3(D (s+)),

a/6\C

A7 (D S ) ) and

Alo(D (S-0).

a
A

c

a
A

c

a
A

c

This process does not yield any successful parses so 0146"

does not hold.

10) If R4 has been completely checked for relations and STATES+ only

contains trees labelled from-the created alphabet then no new rela-

tions can be determined. The result of the algorithm is the automaton M4.
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R4= , a ;c, M4=(Q,f,s0,F) where Q= {A,C }, a=A, fc =C

a c

f
a
(A,C)=A (aR4

f (A,C).0 (cR4 C )

Ac

F = {A} (A is the state at the root of all trees in STATES+).

Rule 7 was used for the selection of the next subtree

(equivalence class). Recall that STATES+ recorded parsing information

for S+ and maintained the points of substitution for checking new rela-

tions. A detailed demonstration of the information used from STATES+

follows. Originally, S+

=STATES+={ a , a , a
_tea

aaAc aAc a c

./\C dAt d c

a
A

c

a

ca

aAc a
Ac

a
A

c A.A A
c aa c

aR4 a was determined for a: AI, a : [3, c:c2, R4=fa, a ;c .

a c a c Ac
aR a was used to convert S+ as follows: S4 is the reduced form of

aAc

S+ according to the modification introduced in Al.



S4={ a, a , a , a aA A
c aa c a c a c

a/ ca c
A aAc aAc aAc

a c aAc aAc

(aRi4 is applied)

{a, a a

a
A

c aNc
a ca c aAc(\

A A
a c

a

aAc aAc

aAc aAc

aAc

Let iul,u2,u3,u41 denote the elements of S4 as just given.

The reductions used to obtain S4 are reflected in STATES+:

STATES+={ A3 a
/"N

Al c2 A3 C2 11

Al c2 Al c2

a

a c

Al c A1 c

AAAc Al c

1/\\
ml C2 Al\C2

Let ius,u6,u7,u8,u91 denote the elements

a

a c

Al c Al c2

\c2C2

s

of STATES+ as just given.

Note that two trees of S+ reduce to
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'a' (in 54). The parse in

STATES+ reflects this condition by the labeling of state A ('a') for
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two root nodes.

STATES+ is used to select the next subtree for examination.

Rule 7 dictates the selection of which corresponds to c .

A
Ai C2 a

//\
c

This can be seen by the following observations:

A) c is found in u7

Aln1 C2

B) 1.12"117

C) u2= a , u7

a

= a

A 7N.
c s., A3 ... C '.

A I. A
;a c : Al c2 ;AI c2
..........

D) c (F) is the subtree of minimum depth in S4 that has not been

a
A

c

added to R4.

i24 C was checked by the substitution of c for state A

a
A

c c

nodes--STATES+ was used for locating substitution points in S+, not S'.

Then 'a' was substituted for state F nodes.

T was checked in the same manner and the relation was

a
A

c

identified. S4 was reduced and STATES+ modified to reflect the parse.



S4,---{ a,

a
A

c

a a

a

a c
A

a
A

c

a c

{a, a , a , a

a
A

c a
A

c a c

a, a,

a

a c

a
A

c

a
A

c

aA c a
A

c a
A

c

a
A

c a
A

c

a , a

a a

aAc aAc

{ a, a, } (aR4 a' )

a c a c

{a,a}= {a }.

STATES+={ A3 , A4

A/1%2 A3 c2

AAut1 C2

Al2

Ain c

Al Al
\

1 C9 1 C

/A
Al Cs Al C5

MA AA
m1 C2 M1 C2

aR4c was checked

(aRte

A6

A3 C5

Ai `Ai C2 n1 C2

and Aid not hold.

a
Ac

a
A

c

(aRI.F
2

a c

, cR4 c

c

As
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(cR4 c )

a c

cR4 c )

a c

A7

A Ac5LL

C A1 C2

AA
u,1 C2

Since that exhausted all

possibilities for new relations from R4 an attempt was made to add a
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new subtree. S4 only contained 'a' which was already in R4 so no new

relations could be determined. The condition of the non-existence of

more equivalence classes (subtrees) was specified by STATES+--all trees

were completely parsed (all subtrees of trees in S+ belong to the

equivalence classes of R4).

7.5.2 A4 Formally Specified

In this section a precise description of A4 is given. The

following rules govern the operation of A4:

1. The trees in S+ are stored in an arbitrary order given by

ti,...,tn where IS +I=n. The trees are always scanned in this order.

2. The trees in STATES+ are ordered depending on the trees in S+.

Tree s. in STATES+ corresponds to the parse of tree t. in S+--likewise,

the trees in S.

3. If u. is added to R4(u.R u.) then it is assigned a unique label.

If u. is added to class u in Rif then the reduction u.--q1
j

corresponds

to the label (state) of u (note that classes are always referenced by

their class representative, a tree of least depth in the class).

4. STATES+ is formed as follows. Assume S+ is a set of trees over A
T

and created labels are drawn from B. A node of a tree in STATES+ is

labelled from A or represents a reduced tree in S4(G4=(A,r,P4,54)).

The representation is formed as

B. where:

B--the current state of this node. The subtree at this node reduces

to state B via R4

i--the ith distinct subtree examined in S+.
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5. STATES+ is used to determine derivatives. The labels of nodes of

trees in STATES+ locate the $-nodes of trees in Dt(S+) (e.g. if

ueS+, u/b=t, v is the tree in STATES+ that corresponds to u and

v/b=8i then the B. nodes of trees in STATES+ locate the $-nodes of

trees in Dt(S+)).

The following routines are useful for A4:

Addfunction

Receives STATES+, R4 and S+ as arguments and returns either the

next subtree in R4 and Addfunction4-True, or an indication that no

more subtrees can be found (Addfunction--False)- -all trees in S+ are

fully reduced. The next subtree is given by a subtree of minimum

depth in STATES+ that has the form (ti,...,tm)a where acA and ti

is a reduced subtree for 1A5m. The new subtree is formed as

(si,...,sidawheres.is the class representative for the class

with state given by ti for

Checkfunction

Receives STATES+, M4, S+, Stren, t, u as arguments and returns

True if tR4u else it returns False.

Scanr4

Receives STATES+, R4, M4, S+, Stren and returns True, ti, tj if it

finds t R4t
j. Otherwise it returns False. The basic coding of

Scanr4 follows:

Begin

For each pair of classes ti, tj in R4 Do

If Checkfunction(STATES+,M4,S+,Stren,ti,tj)

Then Goto Match;

Scan44-False; Goto Ret;
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Match: Scanr44True;

Ret:

End

Attachterminal

Receives STATES+ as argument and attaches an arbitrary

(non-reusable) state to each terminal node in STATES+. This pre-

pares STATES+ for an application of Addfunction.

Updatesets

Receives t. t. R4, 114 and STATES+ as arguments and updates R42

STATES+, and M4 based on tiR4tj.

Algorithm A4

Begin

Comment: Initialize sets;

R441;Input(S+,Stren); STATES+4-S+;

Comment: STATES+ is modified for Addfunction--all terminals

initially have a start state attached to them;

Attachterminal(STATES+);

Comment: Add the first 2 classes to R4 and check if they are

related;

Addfunction(STATES+,R ,S );

Addfunction(STATES+,R4,S+);

If Scanr4(STATES+,R4,M4,S+,Stren,t1,t2)

Then Updatesets(t1,t2,R4,M4,STATES4.);

Comment: Now go through a loop which finds a new subtree and then

tries to determine new relations;

While Addfunction(STATES+,R4,S+) Do
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While Scanr4(STATES+,R4,M4,S+,Stren,t1,t2) Do

Updatesets(t1,t2,R4,M4,STATES+);

Comment: Control reaches this point when R4 cannot change and no

new subtrees can be added;

Output(M4):

Comment: The final states of M4 are those states that appear on

the root nodes of STATES+. f4 is determined as:

f4a (s )=S for t
m+1

Rif a and s1. is the state

ti...tm

associated with ti for 1 i5m+1;

End

This section is concluded with mention of the modification

necessary to apply A4 for the inference of unordered tree automata.

All reductions during the operation of A4 should be unordered. This

means that Addfunction will never add two equivalent unordered sub-

trees since they would both parse at the same time. Also, M4 will

attempt to parse trees in an unordered fashion. Thus, the use of

derivatives for inferring ordered tree automata can be extended in a

straightforward manner for the inference of unordered tree automata.

7.5.3 Proof of Correctness--A4=A3

It is clear that the order of subtree checking done by A3 is

not important. The requirement of a complete checking pass (comparing

all unrelated subtree pairs) without discovery of any new relations is

essential for termination in*both A3 and A4. It is essential to the

operation of A4 that trees and subtrees are examined in an order
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determined by S+. Without loss of generality we assume that the order

of tree and subtree examination is the same for A4 and A3 (determined

by A4).

Theorem 7.2

Suppose at some point R4 and R3 are the same with the possible

exception of purely reflexive relations in R4 (i.e. relations of the

form tR4u that imply t=u). If tR4u is determined where t#u then A3

would yield tR3u.

Proof: A4 determines relations of the form tR4u where t and u are

class representatives. Suppose tR4u is determined by the substitution

of t for veil and the substitution of u for wd. The subtrees w and v

are located by the parsing information contained in STATES+. In

effect A4 is comparing derivatives with respect to v and w.

Since R4=R3 a tree is reducible by R4 precisely when it is

reducible by R3(M4 and M3 are used and. R4 =R3 implies M4=M3). Thus,

vR3w can be determined and then R3 can be reduced as described in the

modification of Al. Therefore R3 would determine t Rau and R4=R3.

Corollary 7.3

If tR4u then tR3u (for tXu).

Proof: Initially R3=R4=0. Theorem 7.2 is applied to yield the result.

We have seen that as long as A4 operates it only determines

relations that A3 can determine (in the same order when A3 compares

subtrees--classes--in the same order as A4). If A3 can pick up a new
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relation after A4 terminates then the algorithms are not equivalent.

Theorem 7.4: A4=A3

Proof: Suppose A3 determines tR3u after A4 would have terminated.

A4 does not terminate before checking I. 1147.L Thus, tR3u is deter-

mined using R3 which was the same as R. Therefore, tR3u could not

be determined after the termination of A4, as A4 would have found

T R417. Since 124=R3 at termination, M =M3 and A4=A3.
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7.6 Summary of Algorithmic Improvements

The improvements offered by A4 over Technique 1.6 are

summarized below.

A. State trees demonstrating reductions are maintained as STATES+.

The parsing information may be helpful to the user.

B. Much less checking is done with respect to subtree relations since

subtrees that are not class representatives are not compared to each

other.

C. Relation checking uses a deterministic parse of a tree rather than

an attempt to generate the tree.

D. R4 represents a minimized version of the reduction information--

duplicate or vacuous relations are not retained.

E. Derivative information is retained in a condensed form using

STATES+. This represents a sizeable savings in space.

F. The resultant automaton is readily constructed from the reduced

relation set. The automaton is in minimized form.
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CHAPTER 8. APPLICATIONS OF ALGORITHM A4

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we compare algorithm A4 with two other

inference methods that have been used in practical environments. The

first comparison is made with Crespi-Reghizzi's method [16] for the

design of (operator precedence) programming languages. We will show

that A4 can be modified to perform better than Crespi-Reghizzi's tech-

nique due to grammatical restrictions imposed by his method. Our

method is able to infer any context-free language and frequently

requires a smaller sample set. Thus, A4 can be used in a practical

setting.

The second comparison is made with the tree inference systems

discussed in [10J and [21]. We will demonstrate a limitation of these

inference methods not found in A4. The approximate solution provided

by [10] and C21.1 is not adequate for inferences performed on samples

containing skeletal structures (the discerning structural content is

contained in subtrees rather than substructures contained within trees)

Also, A4 is applicable to the inference of context-free grammars when

provided with parenthesized strings. The methods in C10] and C21]

cannot usefully be applied in this domain since an exact solution is

required (as noted by Crespi-Reghizzi in [16]).
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8.2 The Inference of Programming Languages

In C167 Crespi-Reghizzi specified an inference system that used

a sample consisting of skeletal structural descriptions [26]. These

structural descriptions (produced by a parenthesis grammar for the tar-

get language) are derivation trees for the sentences in the target

language with nonterminal nodes not labelled. His method is essen-

tially a labelling procedure for these nodes which operates as follows.

Definition 8.1

Let xe(VN U VT)1c. The terminal profile of x is denoted as

<L(x),R(x)> where:

L(x) = {a: aEVT, x==> *Bay}

R(x) = {a: aEVT, x==>*yaBl

for BON U {E}.

Intuitively, L(x) (R(x)) consists of the leftmost (rightmost)

terminals in the strings which can be derived from x.

Example 8.1

L(a)=a R(a)=a

Let A=<L(a),R(a)>=<a,a>

L(A+A)=I+1 U L(A) = { +,a}

R(A +A) = { +} U R(A) = { +,a}

Let B=<L(A+A),R(A+A)>=<a+,a+>

We use <a+,a+> for < {a, + }, {a, +}> since it is a more convenient form

than <{a,+},{a,+} >.

<a+,a+> corresponds to the (derivation) tree t and skeletal structures:
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t= B s=

1 I

a a a a

Crespi-Reghizzi's method inputs s and determines t.

The user presents structural descriptions in string form using

infix notation with lE,]} to designate the grouping. Thus, the tree in

Example 8.1 is represented as [[a + all. The algorithm labels the

skeletal tree using terminal profiles. The result of the labelling

process is a set of derivation trees which determine the grammar.

The productions in the inferred grammar have the following

properties: 1) There are no repeated right parts, 2) all the right

parts of the same nonterminal have identical terminal profiles and 3)

every pair of distinct nonterminals has distinct terminal profiles.

These grammatical properties indicate that the algorithm can only infer

a proper subclass of context-free grammars.

Example 8.2 was provided in [16] to demonstrate the operation

of Crespi-Reghizzi's method. Skeletal structures are used instead of

brackets to provide for clarity. The language consists of identifiers,

addition operators and parentheses where addition associates to the

right unless overridden by parentheses.

Example 8.2

S+={s1,...,s12}

sl= t1= B

T\

+,/
+
1N,A

a .

1 1

a it

a a a a



S2=

S3

)

(A\ )

A
I I

a a

t2=
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t3

E + G

(AE\ ) /NE
I
a ( ) (IIN) I

( B
,N

)

Ai \- A
A + B A/-iNt-A
\

I I
a a a A

/N
+ A a a

Sk=

1

t4= E

( ) ( l'i: )

AN A- + F

i /1\
a
I AN

E + A

/N i A\ I

a( - ) a ( B )

/N- AAA
A

I ia
I I

a



S5=

('1\)
.x.71

( . ) ( )

./1
a a I I

t5=

E + B

( ) A -/N-A
I

E + E a aA\ VI\
( B ) ( B )

A \
A +<7A A + A

I I I I
a a a a

S6- t6= G

A + E

I
a ( ) a ( F )

E + A

I
( ) a ( B

VN
) a

A
AN

A

I I I
a a

S7= t7= F

E + F

(VN) tf\ (B) E+A
V(X ) ± /INA ( ) 1

ja A A A

I I
a
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S8= . t8 = G

A -VNG-17.1

i A\ 1 /N
a + . a A + E

i /IN 1 N
I ( . ) a ( B )

A/NAA +
N

A

I I 1 1

a a a a

S9- t9= E

(
/IN

)
AN

( G )

A(1- E

1

cam) a ( B
AN

)

A -AIN-A

a 1
I I
a a

Si o=

ti

/ \F
a . +

(IN)
-4\F . (/N) (/N)

I /+\aiiii
a a a a

0= G

t +

A E +
1 '1

H/1\
( B )

Pf
a

A

a

E + E

/1T3N) (4N)
A-A;N-A A A

1 I I I

a a a
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sit = t11=A

a a

s127 t12= F

( A )

a a

A=<a,a>

E=<(,)>

G=<(a+,+)>

B=<a+,a+>

F=<(+,a+)>

H=<(+ +)>

The derivation trees determine the following grammar:

G1: A+a

B+A+AIA+BIA+F

E÷(B)1(E)1(H)1(F)1(G)1(A)

F+E+A1E+BIE+F

G+A+E1A+GIA+H

H÷E+GIE+EIE+H

S÷AIBIEIFIGIH

We will consider the operation of A3 when it is provided with

the sample given in Example 8.2.

Example 8.3

The subtrees in S+ (other than a and +) in order of appearance are:

t1=12 t2= .

a ti + t1 ti + t2

t4= . t5= A. , t6=
/IN \

( t2 ) t4 + t1
ANt3

t7= . $ t8= . t9=
//IN //iN AN

( t6 ) tl t4 t7 t8
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tio=

t13=

T)2)

tn.= . t12= .

,AN
t10) t4 t4

t14= t15=

AN
t13+ t2 t5 )

t18= t17= , t18=

A\
f15 t4 + t5 tAl+

N
t8

t19= , t20= , t21=AN ,/t\. //is
( t8 ) t4 + t12 tl + t20

t22=

AN
t1 )

The initial relations with strength greater than 0 are:

t1Rt4, t1Rt5, t1Rt8, t1Rt10, t1Rt13

t2Rt8, t2Rt15, t2Rt20

tLiRt5

t8Rt1o, t8Rt15, t8Rt20

t15Rt20

While the strengths of some relations are high (e.g. the

strengths of tiRtio and t15Rt20 are one) none of the derivative sets

used to determine the strengths are large with respect to the size of

the sample. Since the sample set is relatively small the discerning

features' cannot be determined by our algorithm as previously given.

This implies that we need information other then the strength factor

(incorrect relations are strongly supported by the small sample pro-

vided by the user).

The structural content (possible relations) is readily

available to algorithm A4. This information can be presented to the
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user, who could disallow undesirable structures. In this case, for

example, the user could be notified of the relation between t1 and tic)

by means of the output of strings generated from S+ using tiRtio.

Since strings with an incorrect structure would be output the user

could notify the system accordingly. The system could use this notifi-

fication to disallow

This interactive method can be used to obtain the following

equivalence relation with an index of 2.

A=11={t1,t4,t6,t7It11,t133t1 5 tl 99t22}

13;f2={ t29t39t59t8st99t10,t12st14,t16st172t18st209t21}

The grammar determined from A and B is:

G2: S÷AIB

k+al(B)1(A)

B-41+AIA+B

Note that G2 is the desired (precedence) grammar. G2 is structurally

equivalent to Gi but contains fewer productions and variables.

The inference of G1 using Crespi-Reghizzi's sample also

required a considerable amount of user interaction. This interaction

was due to the excessive number of substructures provided in the

sample. The properties of grammars inferred by his algorithm require

numerous distinct substructures in order to create the appropriate

grammatical variables. The problem arises from the fact that right-

hand sides with the same terminal profile must be produced by identi-

cal left-hand sides. This implies a merging of variables that limits

the class of grammars that can be inferred.

Crespi-Reghizzi's algorithm requires user-system interaction

in the following form. The user supplies a sample and the system
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performs an inference. If the designer decides that the inference is

not correct then he can provide additional information--input new

skeletal structures--and request another inference using the enlarged

sample set. This iterative process would continue until the system

determines the correct grammar (provided the grammar is an operator

precedence grammar possessing the three properties mentioned after

Example 8.1).

It should be noted in Example 8.3 that all the samples except

s2 were necessary to determine G1. Example 8.4 demonstrates that A4

can utilize the structural content in the sample more effectively.

Thus, A4 can infer the target grammar (not restricted to the given sub-

class of operator precedence grammars) using a much smaller sample.

This advantage is derived from the fact that fewer grammatical restric-

tions placed on the target grammar allows the target grammar to contain

fewer variables and productions.

Example 8.4

S=iS12S3,582S102S111



S3=

1/1\ I

( ) a ( )

i

4\1
a a a

I I

a a

Si 0=

S8= .

/I\ /I\ 71\( ) ( . )

1 1 ./N. .N.

1111
sl and s8 yield .R . :A÷al(B)

(//1\)

I

a a

Then sl and Sio yield . R . :B- A +AIA +B

tiN. ./T\s.

I I I /IN
a as ., +`

and s3 yield

a al

a

179
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Finally, sl and s11 yield S -*AIB. These productions form G2. Our

method can infer G2 with the following subsets of S+ (in addition to

S): {s1,s2,s3,s4,s8}, {s1,s3,s4,s8,s10 }, {s1, 3,S81$9,S10},

{s1,s3,s8,s10,s121,...

When Crespi-Reghizzi's method is applied to S the following

grammar results:

G3: A±a

B4-A+AIA+B

E.+(B)1(E)

G+A+EIA+GIA+H

H÷E+GIE+EIE+H

S.+AIBIGIH

G3 cannot generate any of the strings in (S+)-S. We note again that

Crespi-Reghizzi's method needs all the elements in S+ except s2 to

infer the correct grammar.

Example 8.4 demonstrated that the interaction between the

language designer and A4 was not excessive due to the minimal amount

of structural variations included in the sample (i.e. there were only

nine distinct subtrees). Crespi-Reghizzi's method requires interac-

tion with respect to the determination of a sample set that suffic-

iently characterizes the target grammar. If the target grammar is

included in the class of languages that his method expects and an ade-

quate sample corresponding to that grammar is provided then conver-

gence will take place. Therefore there are two major problems with

his method. First, the class of languages may be too restrictive and

may not contain the target grammar. Second, the nature of the target

grammar may require a sample that is not easily obtained.
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Since our method can infer all context-free grammars it is

possible to circumvent the problems just mentioned. The main drawback

is the amount of interaction necessary for the inference. Example 8.4

has shown that smaller samples can be provided to minimize this inter-

action. Since Crespi-Reghizzi's system is used in a practical environ-

ment and A4 (in its interactive form just described) operates

favorably when compared with his method we conclude that A4 can be

usefully applied for language design.
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8.3 The Inference of Tree Systems

In [21] Moayer and Fu described the use of grammatical

inference of tree systems applied to fingerprint pattern recognition.

They described a process where grammars were generated for the various

substructures located by the user. Then the grammatical descriptions

were simplified by testing how close newly formed grammars were to

grammars inferred at an earlier stage. If the grammars satisfied a

given goodness of fit criterion then they were merged (i.e. variables

generating similar structures were merged and the grammatical union

was formed).

Moayer and Fu stated that the system was primarily used as a

design aid which helped in the tedious description of a large number

of tree grammars. Thus, many of the important aspects of the system

were specific to their environment--the range of application was quite

limited.

The other inference technique specified by Fu [10] involved

searching for repetitive substructures contained within the trees pro-

vided in the sample. This technique has been reviewed in Chapter 6.

Recall that the emphasis was on providing a concise grammatical des-

cription for the sample (inferences can be made based on only one

tree). The method does not perform well when it is applied to samples

containing tre

Consid

s similar to skeletal structures.

r a set of skeletal structures for a context-free

grammar in Cho sky normal form (a grammar is in Chomsky normal form

when all of its productions have the form A-)-a or A4-BC for variables A,

B and C and terminal a. For each context-free grammar G there exists



a context-free grammar G" in Chomsky normal form where L(G)=L(G")

[25]). Example 8.5 demonstrates what can happen if Fu's method is

applied to skeletal structures of a context-free grammar in Chomsky

normal form.

Example 8.5

G=(VN,VT,P,S)

P: S÷AB, A4-AA, A4a, B4-b

.A
A A

\ _A ibb

A.
a a b b

If k=1 (locate repetitive substructures of depth 1) then (since all

internal nodes have identical labels) the system would create G":

G": S--

Al Al

AI+

A3 A3

Al Al

A2 a, A34b

A1-9-

A2 A2 A2 Al
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Since the discerning characteristics of the skeletal structures

are located in substructures that contain a frontier node the system

was not able to distinguish the internal nodes labelled A and B.
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The problem with Fu's method arises whenever the internal nodes

do not contain the discerning information. A tree automaton parses

trees from the frontier towards the root. Therefore, the identifica-

tion of states (grammatical variables) should depend on subtrees

rather than substructures contained within trees. Since our method

used this information it is applicable over a wider range of appli-

cations.
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CHAPTER 9. DISCUSSION

9.1 Summary of Results

The research reported in this dissertation has extended the

basic results on tree systems. We introduced a new type of unordered

tree automaton for the recognition of all orientations of open-line

patterns. The pattern transformations were explicitly recorded in

these recognition devices in the form of a transformation group table.

This served to demonstrate that by decomposing the specification of

the recognition device (automaton) its design is greatly simplified.

The problem of automating the design of unordered and ordered

tree automata (grammars) was studied on two levels. First, a system-

directed inference method was introduced. When provided with a struc-

turally complete sample, this method is able to infer the target

automaton (grammar). It required a teacher to answer yes or no to the

question "Is the tree t in the target language?". The practicality of

this inference system was limited due to the potentially large amount

of questions necessary for convergence to the target grammar. The

method could be used in an applied environment if the sample provided

by the user is small. It was also shown that the method could be mod-

ified to infer any context-free grammar when provided with structural

string descriptions. This extended the results of Pao and Crespi-

Reghizzi which only deal with proper subclasses of context-free gram-

mars.

The second type of inference system for tree automata that was

introduced required direction from both the user and system for a

solution. The method was based on the use of tree derivatives
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introduced in the thesis. Tree derivatives are sets of tree forms

which serve to characterize the sets of trees accepted (generated) by

tree automata (grammars). We proved that a tree automaton with n

states can be fully characterized by the set of trees that it accepts

of depth at most 2n. This result enabled us to specify a new minimiza-

tion algorithm for tree automata.

The second inference method used the derivative forms of trees

for determining automaton states and state merging. The user was pro-

vided with the structural information obtained by the algorithm and

was allowed to alter the inference (e.g. when the sample presented by

the user did not adequately characterize the target language). Since

these forms are intimately related to tree automata, the inference

method compared favorably with the other inference algorithms reported

in the literature. The thrust of the other inference algorithms was

to provide a brief description of the samples based on repetitive sub-

structures which limited their applicability. Our method could

detect the repetitive substructures and create appropriate grammatical

variables if the corresponding tree forms indicated the repetition.

Finally, we demonstrated that our method can be used in ,a

practical setting--the design of programming languages. Our method

was compared with Crespi-Reghizzi's inference technique. We found

that our method can frequently operate successfully on smaller samples

and infer less complicated grammars (fewer variables and productions).
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9.2 Extensions

Extensions will be proposed in three areas. The first area is

motivated by the development of group unordered tree automata. We have

seen that the specification of automata for the recognition of pictures

was considerably simplified. This simplification resulted from the

application of transformations to internal structures. These were

determined by specifying acceptable transformations to the pictures of

interest. Thus, descriptions may be simplified by determining basic

sets of objects for recognition and allowable operations on those

objects to produce other objects. This serves to minimize the complex-

ity of the recognition devices used. Then the operation of these

devices is much more apparent. The proposed extension of this result

is the further investigation of specifying pattern transformations

explicitly in the recognition devices.

The second area of consideration arises from the use of

lattice techniques in conjunction with grammatical inference. It was

shown that the problem of identifying the resultant grammar (automaton)

was overwhelming due to the size of the search space. An investiga-

tion into the identification of useful heuristics might enhance the

convergence towards the target grammar. If the method could converge

fast enough (perhaps to an appropriately chosen approximate solution)

then it could be used in a practical inference system.

The final area is the extension of the notion of derivatives.

Derivatives were used for blocking various substructures of sets (i.e.

replacing substructures with'a given placeholder) and comparing the

resultant forms of information. This idea could be extended for
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inference methods dealing with generalized patterns. The experimenter

could block out parts of patterns and compare the parts of the objects

that remain. This provides a means, for instance, of recognizing the

substructure "ROOF" in a series of houses with different ROOF styles.
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APPENDIX A

Knuth C28] and McNaughton C30] used fairly complicated proof

techniques for results on structural equivalence and parenthesis

languages. Some of the same results can be obtained in a fairly

straightforward fashion using tree systems. One of the first basic

problems in this area is the decision problem regarding the structural

equivalence of two context-free grammars. The interest in this area

emanates from the concern of language designers to determine various

language descriptions when designing compilers.

Recall that parenthesis grammars are context-free grammars

where the right hand sides of productions are enclosed in parentheses.

Theorem A.1

1) The equivalence problem for parenthesis grammars is solvable.

2) Consequently, there is an algorithm for deciding whether two

context-free grammars are structurally equivalent.

Proof: Let G1 and G2 be parenthesis grammars where G1=(q,VT,P1,S1)

and G 2=(V2
T' T T

P2,S ). Form tree grammars Gi and G2 from Gl and G2 as
N'

follows.

GT =(UN U V
T

SU ) for i=1,2.

Pi=fili-(Ex])a : A'Llx]cPi}.

T(Gi) is the set of derivation trees of L(G.) where nonterminal

labels are replaced by (note that xeL(Gi) implies the form of the

derivation tree for x is uniquely retrievable). T(G/1)=T(q) is

effectively decidable as established in Chapter 3. If T(G-11)=T(q) then
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teT(G-p iff teT(4). Therefore, fr(t)cL(G1) iff fr(t)61.(G ).

Consequently, xeL(G1) iff xeL(G2) and L(G1)=L(G2).

Suppose L(G1)=L(G2). Then t is a derivation tree for

fr(t)EL(G1) implies tl is a derivation tree for fr(t1)EL(G2) where t

and t1 differ only by internal node labels. Thus, L(G1)=L(G2) implies

T(G1T )=T(G2T ) since internal nodes of trees in the tree grammars are all

labelled 'a'. Therefore T(4)=T(4) iff L(G1)=1-(G ) Since

T(4)=T(4) is decidable then L(G1)=L(G2) is decidable.

Part 2 of the theorem follows directly from the proof just

given.

In [41] Thatcher also used tree systems to prove the same

result.

The class of parenthesis languages (grammars) is one of the

most general subclasses of context-free languages for which decidabil-

ity results have been obtained (i.e. deciding L(G1)=L(G2) for context-

free grammars GI and G2). Knuth C28] shows the closure of parenthesis

languages under union, intersection and relative complementation.

Theorem A.2 (Knuth)

The class of parenthesis languages is closed under union, intersection

and relative complementation. Also the complement of a parenthesis

language is context-free.

Proof: Form the tree grammar G
T
for each parenthesis grammar G. where

Gi is specified in the proof.of the previous theorem.

Doner C18] showed that the class of trees recognizable by tree

automata forms a Boolean Algebra. Therefore the class of trees
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generated by tree grammars form a Boolean Algebra. Thus, if GI and G2

are parenthesis grammars then the following hold:

A) L(G1) U L(G2) is a parenthesis language. There exists a tree

grammar GT=(V,r,PT,S) where T(GT)=T(4) U T(4). teT(GT) iff

fr(t)eL(G1) U L(G2). Form G.(V,VT,P,S) where VT=V.11- U

P = {A-x: A-}(x)aePT}. It is evident that L(G) =L(G1) U 1(G2).

B) L(G1) n L(G2) is a parenthesis language.

C) L(G1)-L(G2) is a parenthesis language. Parts B and C follow from

reasoning similar to Part A.

D) L(G1) is context-free (COfT)=A*-L(G1) for a finite alphabet A).

Form
' T

GI
T

then GT=G
T ' '
=(V r P

T'
S). Let G.(V-A,A,P,S) with

P={B}x: B.+(x)acPT1.

L(G)=L(G1).

Theorem A.2 used basic results from the study of tree systems,

while Knuth provided fairly complicated proofs.


